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Executive Summary

The main purpose and objective of this deliverable is to consider the role of access rights and access control mechanism with respect to ontologies. The purpose of our discussion of the subject in the subsequent chapters is threefold: (i) to introduce and clarify terminology that is typically used in connection with managing and controlling access; (ii) to consider the possibilities and implications of controlling access in ontologies that are shared in a certain setting; and (iii) to provide an initial groundwork and act as a potential foundation for a further, more formal development of access rights as a part of NeOn model and/or ontology metadata vocabulary.

We start with introducing the subject and providing some motivation for this research. Next, we include a brief terminology chapter containing key terms and phrases one can meet when tackling access control. This generic glossary is followed by a chapter briefly describing various generic approaches to managing access to resources, and by a chapter where we review several existing technologies dealing with security and access control. Next, we look at some specifics of dealing with access and authority in the context of ontologies in general, and of networked ontologies in particular. Namely, we consider how features like distributed and collaborative nature of ontologies can be reflected in the access control models, and how these considerations affect accountability, transparency and legacy dependencies. Finally, we offer a few worked scenarios showing possible ways of operationalizing the theoretical consideration and we conclude.

The authors are grateful to all partners who contributed to this deliverable. In particular, Jose Manuel Gomez from ISOCO reviewed an earlier draft and offered valuable suggestions. Also, Marta Iglesias and Yves Jaques from FAO were very helpful in mapping the proposals made in this deliverable to the scenarios and applications they have in mind in the context of their use case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this deliverable we consider the role of access rights and access control mechanism with respect to ontologies. By ontologies in this deliverable we mean a schema defining concepts, properties, restrictions, etc., which might be (optionally) populated with instances. The purpose of our discussion in the subsequent chapters is threefold:

• to introduce and clarify terminology that is typically used in connection with managing and controlling access – our objective here is to differentiate between issues like ‘access control’, ‘trust’, ‘preference’, ‘role’, ‘group’, etc.

• to consider the possibilities and implications of controlling access in ontologies that are shared in certain setting – our object from this angle is to highlight advantages and shortcomings of different access control models and propose the ways to transfer different models to the world of networked ontologies.

• to serve as a potential foundation for a further, more formal development of access rights as a part of NeOn model and/or ontology metadata vocabulary – our objective here is to point to implications access control may have on such aspects of networked ontologies as working with modules, collaboration workflows and processes, trust and provenance, and possibly others, which all need to be further investigated in collaboration with other work packages.

The document is structured in the following way: We start with introducing the subject and providing some motivation for this work in this section. Next, we include a brief terminology in chapter 2 containing key terms and phrases one can meet when tackling access control. This generic glossary is followed by chapter 3 where we briefly describe various generic approaches to managing access to resources, and by chapter 4 where we present several existing technologies dealing with security and access control. Next, in chapter 5 we look at some specifics of ontologies in general, and of networked ontologies in particular. Namely, we consider how features like the distributed and collaborative nature of ontologies can be reflected in the access control models, and how these considerations affect accountability, transparency and legacy dependencies. Finally, we offer a few worked scenarios showing possible ways of operationalizing the theoretical consideration and we conclude then.

Before we continue, let us start with some motivation. Since ontologies are (by definition) conceptualization that are supposed to be shared, the question of why should we then think of restricting this shareability is more than appropriate.

1.1 Motivation for access control

We start the deliverable report with a sample of motivations and situations where access control may play some role. The purpose of this short section is neither to define, nor to restrict the scope of access control.
On the contrary, our objective in formulating these short scenarios is to show that there is more in access and authority control than what most readers are familiar with from their desktops and corporate Intranets.

**Motivation 1: content sensitivity**

A classic situation that has originally led to investigating access rights and authorities comes from the requirement of individuals or organizations to preserve certain confidentiality due to sensitivity of data content. In a single-user, isolated environment, any concern for confidentiality is somewhat paranoid – one usually does not need to prevent him- or herself from accessing what they created. However, such single-user, fully isolated environments are become increasingly hypothetical. In reality, many of us share resources with others and/or operate within a networked, connected environment, which enables physical access to both, known and unknown subjects.

Content sensitivity issue relates not only to such extreme cases as preventing any internal communication from leaking outside of corporate Intranet. In fact, it is usually far more important to limit access inside Intranets, often as much as toward the outside world. In today's business we can easily picture a situation where several stakeholders contribute e.g. to different facets of an Enterprise Information Management System with databases and possibly knowledge bases specialized in financial reporting, procuring, customer management, planning, production management, design, etc.

Often, individual employees from different units in an organization need to access the same shared dataset (e.g. a budget or a strategic plan). However, one should only acquire as much information, data, resources as they truly need to carry out their duties. Thus, chassis production line supervisor needs to be aware of only that part of budget that relates to his or her area of responsibility. Thus, with the exception of budgeting for chassis production, s/he should not even be aware of how other budget chapters are organized, distributed, and obviously instantiated with real numbers.

Such a situation can be transposed onto ontologies and their content. Organizational information systems, such as those discussed in [GDM+06a] in the context of managing the flow of financial and invoicing information, are often modular. Modularity is achieved by introducing blocks responsible for different parts of the business process. Now, we can imagine these different business processes use different languages, concepts, and relationships, and as such could be, in principle, conceptualized as a series of ontologies and/or knowledge bases (KB) of varying size and complexity. As is common with business processes, certain information is restricted to selected individuals. Even if several people access the same information, they may see different versions of it, different level of detail, sensitivity, and similarly. Hence, it makes sense to replicate this situation and to create a number of partitions on the ontological model describing such an organizational information system. This can be achieved by expressing access authorities to the individual ‘modules’. One advantage of not just denying access at the request stage but rather removing certain modules from the large system/ontology/KB is in the content confinement. The difference between the two is as follows:

**denying access at the request**: If our line supervisor requests the system to show him/her next year's budget, the system may come back with a list of chapters and sections (folders, files,...). Then upon attempting to access a given node, the system would ask for authentication and possibly deny the access. However, our line supervisor had already learned a lot about the way the budget is structured; s/he saw at least a partial schema, which is not what s/he really needs to do his/her job. Hence, we have got here an information and security leak.

**removing content module(s)**: In the same situation of requesting next year's budget, our line supervisor would obtain only those parts of the budget that s/he has access rights to see or work with. In other words, in this case ‘next year's budget’ is equivalent to the ‘part of the next year's budget accessible to me’.

As the two strategies above show, it is rather difficult to prevent subjects from requesting an entity they believe has to be in the system. Although they only truly see what they are entitled to, there is much more information...
provided to them than necessary. In the latter case the request for the whole budget still took place, but our subject did not obtain any more information from the system than what s/he was entitled to.

A similar line of thought might be elaborated for ontologies and instances of the concepts within ontologies. On the level of company, there may exist one large organizational ontology (or perhaps a network of smaller organizationally-focused ontologies), whose purpose is to conceptualize the domain. However, on the level of individual subjects the conceptualizations and conceptual views are contingent on their authority, on data sensitivity, on the confidentiality requirement, on the organizational policies, etc.

Hence, subject called (say) Researcher would be entitled to see in the conceptualization of the organization KMi its projects, its staff members, its publications, and the relationships among these entities (e.g. person X leading project Y). However, this subject may not be permitted to see what vocabulary and structures are used in KMi to manage salaries and contracts. On the other hand, subject (say) Administrator would be entitled to see but not edit the research aspects, and in his or her conceptualization there would be additional modules to express statements about people’s salaries, contracts, etc.

**Motivation 2: collaborative ontology (re-)engineering**

In contrast with the first motivational example, where we had top-down imposed restrictions on resource due to their sensitivity, this motivation considers another fairly common pattern of organizational life. Imagine a situation where an organization manages an ontology (or a network of ontologies) on a particular aspect related to the organization’s interest (say fisheries or medical drugs) – let us label this ontology as \( O_{\text{shared}} \). Due to latest developments in the field, subject Alice starts conceptualizing a new chunk of knowledge that leads her to introducing and/or amending certain entities in that existing ontology. Let us denote this chunk as \( M_{\text{alice}} \).

Obviously, Alice may want to see her changes as if they were already part of the official ontology; e.g. to do some tests. She wants to work with the \( O_{\text{shared}} \), however. What she may thus do is committing her amendments in \( M_{\text{alice}} \) into the official \( O_{\text{shared}} \) ontology. Now there are two things that can happen:

**versioning strategy** : Alice spins off a branch of the official \( O_{\text{shared}} \), which only she can see, and commit her new module \( M_{\text{alice}} \) to that branch. Other colleagues continue working with the main branch of \( O_{\text{shared}} \).

**access control strategy** : Alice does her amendments directly in the official \( O_{\text{shared}} \) because she is normally permitted to do such changes, but she is not yet happy with the current state of her module \( M_{\text{alice}} \). Hence, she defines ontology \( O_{\text{shared}} \) as including module \( M_{\text{alice}} \), but she would simultaneously restrict the access to \( M_{\text{alice}} \) to herself.

Since this is a work in progress and perhaps a minor conceptual amendment (e.g. translation of term), Alice feels she may work on the official branch/version of \( O_{\text{shared}} \). She only needs that ‘lock’ on her new additions temporarily – imagine she only wants to consult with Don whether a particular translation is correct or not. What we are getting here, is a situation where there is a shared ontology \( O_{\text{shared}} \), which is used by Alice and many of her co-workers for very specific purposes and tasks. For sake of this example, assume that Bob is among those co-workers who use \( O_{\text{shared}} \) and Don is among those who cannot access the ontology in question. We now have one ontology (which includes Alice’s new module \( M_{\text{alice}} \) among other aspects), but our three users see three different things:

**Alice** sees \( O_{\text{shared}} \equiv O_{\text{shared}} : M_{\text{alice}} \in O_{\text{shared}} \);

**Bob** sees \( O_{\text{shared}} \approx O_{\text{shared}} : M_{\text{alice}} \notin O_{\text{shared}} \);

**Don** sees \( O_{\text{shared}} \approx \emptyset \) (i.e. empty set)
Now Alice needs Don’s advice on some issues in her module. In a physical collaborative setting, Alice would simply visit Don in his office and ask for his opinion. In the virtual setting, this can be emulated by Alice granting Don a temporary authority to access her module $M_{alice}$ (or possibly $M_{smaller} \subseteq M_{alice}$ or even $M_{larger}$: $M_{alice} \subset M_{larger} \subset O_{shared}$). As a result, Don will be able to access a particular module (say, $M_{larger}$), but not the whole ontology – so there is no major breach of confidentiality here. Alice may even restrict Don’s actions to commenting and annotating the content in $M_{larger}$ but not add or delete anything.

In the meantime, nothing whatsoever changed for Bob (and any other co-worker) – they still interact with the original, sanitized $O_{shared}$ which hides any of Alice’s changes and Don’s annotations. At some point Alice and Don reach agreement, and Alice feels confident that now she may make an official proposal for the extension of $O_{shared}$. She simply ‘cuts’ Don’s temporary authorities, and enables her co-workers to obtain authorities appropriate to a specific extension protocol, workflow, or business process. Only at this stage would Bob and other become aware of a change; however, this would already be presented as an officially different ontology – say, $O_{extensionproposal} \equiv O_{shared} \oplus M_{alice}$.

How we can realize such a scenario is shown later, in section 6.2 using an example of wiki as a factory for collaborative engineering of ontologies. The examples include screenshots that would make the abstract notation used in this section easier to understand.

### 1.2 Relationships with other work in NeOn

**Work package 1: networked ontologies**

As will be presented later in the deliverable, we base our proposition of considering access rights on the capacity to identify within an ontology a sub-set of ontological entities that need to be treated (for whatever reason) differently than other parts of the ontology. In work package 1, the capacity to identify a sub-set within a larger ontology is investigated in the scope of modularization. An ontology module is seen as a tuple of imported ontologies or partial ontology partitions, certain import and export interfaces, and a set of mappings. While the actual research into defining and describing modules is carried out in WP1, there is an interaction with this work package.

The first possible interaction is that the level of access or authority may serve as a criterion for partitioning a larger ontology into smaller chunks. For example, in one of the motivational examples we suggested hiding certain aspects of a (populated) ontology from certain users. In order to achieve this, there is a need to partition or to modularize the ontology so that the individual blocks are clearly identifiable for the purposes of asserting something about the access rights.

Another possible interaction, which however, needs to be considered in a broader context, is the implication of giving subjects access to some modules of a larger ontology but not to others. Assume a situation where ontology comprises among other content three modules, $M_1$ through $M_3$. By ‘other content’ we may mean concepts or restrictions that relate entities from two different modules, so do not belong in either of them. These entities may form yet another module, ‘the rest’ of the ontology and we have the ontology fully covered.

If we now remove (say) module $M_1$ due to access limitations but retain $M_2$ and $M_3$, what will happen to ‘the rest’? Intuitively, some parts of ‘the rest’ should be included in the access controlled ontology – those that depend on $M_2$ and $M_3$, but not on $M_1$. However, these were not necessarily defined by whoever partitioned the ontology earlier. Moreover, there may be several different ‘rests’ dependent on which modules are permitted for a particular user. How to treat these dynamic consequences of certain modules being inaccessible is subject for further discussions with work package 1 and also NeOn use case partners.

**Work package 2: collaborative aspects of ontology engineering**

Access control rarely applies to the environments with a single user who creates, edits, publishes and consumes the outcomes of his or her engineering process. However in the open environment comprising both, public Web and private corporate Intranets, there will be many users engaged in using, but often also en-
engineering ontologies. Indeed the notion of networked ontologies assumes several ontologies that may be
developed by different stakeholders, sometimes independently, sometimes in a collaborative manner.
As the engineering of networked ontologies becomes more widespread it would be more principled. Hence,
there would emerge subjects who would inherently have different access needs. For instance, a proposer
may suggest a rough schema for a new problem; whereas an engineer may elaborate on it in terms of
adding sub-concepts, editing it, etc. Then a domain expert may only need to annotate the propositions and
assertions made by others in terms of their scientific plausibility. Furthermore, a librarian skilled in validating
schemas may carry out ontology validation and approval, which may imply access in terms of retaining or
deleting entities but not otherwise amending them.
All these aspects are to some extent investigated in work package 2; in particular in its models of collaborative
engineering and workflows. Workflows and business processes are especially interesting because (i) they
are widespread in the organizational context, and (ii) they are used to control which subject carries out
which action(s) on a shared artifact, and where does s/he pass the outcomes of that action. Intuitively, the
notion of workflows and business processes lends itself almost seamlessly to the need for controlling access.
Workflows and the subject assignment to its component stages imply certain authorities and these, in turn,
imply certain levels and types of access.
Whilst workflow management is primarily the theme for WP2, our work on access rights intends to contribute
to those developments in terms of safeguarding the content of the collaboratively developed ontologies in
terms of existing processes and workflows. On the other hand, the access control must not be so stringent
as to prevent any collaboration among subjects. In all organizations there are formal, process-driven collabor-
orating teams, and there are more informal, ad-hoc, bottom-up emerging communities of collaborators that
work together to address an unforeseen problem. The tension between more prescriptive role- and workflow-
driven access on one hand side, and more liberal authority and access delegation is one of the themes that is
sketched in this deliverable. However, it is also the theme that requires further investigation and collaboration
with WP2 to better understand its principles and consequences.
Nevertheless, the collaborative aspects of engineering and networking ontologies are subject to a dedicated
discussion (see content of sections 5.3) from such angles as access granularity, inheritance and delegation
of authorities, revocation of authorities, relationship to groups and organizational roles, etc.

Work package 3: contextual aspects of networked ontologies
With respect to work package 3 and its focus on contextual aspects and context awareness, the role of access
rights and access control is less obvious. Nonetheless, taking a broader perception of what a context might
comprise of, it is possible to argue that access rights are one of many context-determinants. In other words,
access rights define not only what a particular subject is permitted to do with a given ontology, but also what
s/he is permitted to see from that ontology. Obviously, this argument is subject to willing and intending to
deny the authority to read a specific module of a larger ontology to some subjects.
Assuming there are such needs, then the resulting ontology would obviously miss some of the building blocks
that were originally included in it – as it was already mentioned earlier in connection with our positioning to
work package 1, above. While module algebra may easily deal with this issue on the syntactic level, what
are the contextual implications of omitting module $M_1$ from a larger ontology $O$ and only presenting $O$ as
comprising of $M_2$, $M_3$, and ‘the applicable rest’? Are we still talking about the same ontology, only adapted
to the context of a particular subject's authority? Or is this an entirely new conceptualization of the reality,
which must not be, under any circumstances presented under the same label as the original $O$?
These issues are not cleared formally yet; nevertheless, they suggest an interesting challenge that has
many parallels with our daily experiences. Take a simple example of using software products: we all get
access to the executables of MS Word (for sake of argument), so the content of folder ../Microsoft
Office/Word/* is what we know as “Microsoft Word” bundle. Make a hypothetical journey to Redmond,
Washington (HQ of Microsoft Corporation and its main development center), and the same bundle includes
sources and content of numerous pictorial add-ons. So, two different groups of subjects see the same bundle
in two entirely different constellations, each affording certain actions and disallowing others. Move the same parallel to other software, e.g. operating systems, and we get “Redhat Linux X.y” with add-ons such as … Enterprise edition, … Fedora, or … Home user. These are essentially access-limited constellations of the same (in principle) underlying design, codebase and modules. Different users would get different modules but there are sufficient similarities or mappings for them to perceive the differences as editions of the same system (in our case, we make a parallel by replacing ‘system’ with ‘ontology’).

Work packages 7 and 8: use case
Having studied use case requirements and participating in numerous design discussions with the use case partners, there is a certain amount of need for a capacity to manage access to networked ontologies – at least within the organizations. However, most of these requirements are not well defined, so in places, access control is seen as an integral part of workflow definition and enforcement. In other places, access control is seen more as an equivalent of organizational roles being enforced in a collaborative environment.

Moreover, access control in the use case requirements is implicitly confined to restricting editing and publishing authorities. Hence, one of the objectives of this deliverable is to offer use case partners a slightly broader view on the issue of access management, so that it is possible for them to choose and/or refine which particular models of access control are indeed most suitable for their particular setting, their application and their users. Without this additional information, the use case partners make decisions about their requirements based on incomplete knowledge. And this knowledge, understandably, comprises what they are currently experiencing with respect to file-based access control. We will argue later that the view “ontology as a file” is not very useful, especially so with networked and modular ontologies.
Chapter 2

Terminology

In this section we start by presenting common and established definitions of several terms that are used in connection with security management in general and access control in particular. The purpose of this simplified glossary is twofold: (i) to introduce terminology that is going to be used in the subsequent sections of this report, and (ii) to differentiate between terms that are often used interchangeably by lay persons. Where appropriate we also include the source of a compiled definition to establish provenance tracking for each term.

**ABAC** Authorization-based access control or sometimes called Capability-based access control is an alternative access control model based on the notion of capabilities. It is discussed in more detail in section 3.

**Access** Access is a generic term denoting an agent’s capability to exercise a specific right (invocation) on a particular resource. Typical access ‘actions’ include reading, writing, modifying, etc. The following phrases are used in this report with the following intended meanings:

- **preventing access** ... making sure that an agent cannot access unauthorized resources
- **granting access** ... for the purposes of collaboration this means allowing other agents full or selective access to a particular (shared) resource; different access control models use different approaches to executing the ‘grant’ operation
- **limiting access** ... ensuring that an agent does not access more that is required for a particular purpose it was granted access (also known as ‘principle of the least privilege’)
- **revoking access** ... taking back a previously granted access

**Access Control** Access control limits the use of some resource. Access may be allowed to specific people, programs or devices, and these are often explicitly permitted to access or otherwise use a particular resource. Hence, access control typically includes the specification of a particular access type (e.g. an agent may be permitted to read a file but not to amend it).

Access control may be physical (e.g. a lock or a hardware key), or most often it may be software-based (e.g. a common password in the computer systems). Often it is a combination of both. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

**Access Control List** Often used in its abbreviated form – ACL is a table telling the access control system (e.g. the computer’s operating system), which particular access rights each particular user has on the individual resources. Each resource has a security attribute that identifies its ACL, which in turn specifies how different access control entities may access a particular resource (e.g. to read, to write, or to modify). (source: http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com)
Access Management  In an organization that is concerned (for whatever reasons) with controlling access to its resources, access management is the total of all the practices, policies, procedures and technical access control mechanisms that are (or may be) used to appropriately control access to the resources (or a subset of such resources). (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

Access Right  An access right is a permission to access a resource and to amend this resource. An access right can be the right to read, write, modify or delete a resource. In the subsequent section, access rights are distinguished from reuse rights.

Authentication  Authentication is a process where a person, program, device or any other agent proves their identity to access a particular resource. The identity may be a simple assertion, usually in a form of user name, login ID or similarly. Authentication is based upon the notion of proof – i.e. to authenticate itself an agent usually provides a proof, which is generally known to the system (such as e.g. a password or a unique token).

Authentication and the provision of the proof are tightly connected with encryption. Encryption is particularly common in the open and networked environment where the system and the agent are at different sides of the network. In this case, encryption ensures that the unique proof remains secret and known only to the agent. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

Authority  Ability of an agent to use or otherwise access a particular resource.

Authorization  Authorization is the actual act of granting (or permitting) an agent, program or device to make use of resources in a secured environment. The act of authorization is often tightly linked to the act of authentication – an agent usually has to authenticate itself first, and this assigns it a particular (often pre-determined) access right. The assigned rights represent the authority to take a specific action or do something with the resource.

The authorization or access permissions are often determined by one of the following ways: policies, agent’s identity, agent’s roles in the organization, organizational capabilities, or any combinations of these. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

Capability  In the context of access control, a capability is a communicable and un-forge-able token or key of a particular authority. In principle it is a reference to the controlled resource, and the reference itself points to the resources alongside the associated set of access rights. More on this access control model is in section 3.

Credentials  Credentials is a set of information that the agent presents in order to establish its identity to the access control system. This is a general term, and in practice is used for a wide range of credentials. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

DAC  Discretionary access control is one of the access control models and it appears in more detail in section 3.

Digital Rights Management  This term occurs most frequently in connection with disseminating information, multimedia, and/or entertainment in digital form, whereby authors or owners of the information wish to maintain ownership over their work. The incentive in introducing DRM is e.g. to prevent other agents from illegally copying, using, or editing a particular multimedia content.

Although the notion of DRM is tightly bound to the entertainment industry (music and movies in particular), it is the intention of this report to consider the modified use of this notion in the context of networked ontologies.

Hijacking  The term hijacking is used to describe attacks in the access control environment whereby the attacker takes control of a successfully authenticated session between the end point and the system (e.g. a web browser and the server). Hijacking is often mentioned under specific disguises, such as phishing or spying, where the purpose of the attacker is to collect the information on identification and/or
authentication, which would in turn allow the attacker to carry out authorized activities or transactions under the victim’s identity. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

Identity Sometimes also digital identity comprises an identity assertion and the characteristics (called attributes) that can be collected and observed in the access control system. Probably the most typical kind of identity is the combination of user name (login) and password. Nonetheless, many other types may be in use (see also authentication). (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

MAC In the context of access control MAC stands for mandatory access control, and it is one of the access control models. More details on this model are in section 3.

MPEG-21 MPEG-21 is the latest standard of the Moving Pictures Expert Group and provides a general framework for the electronic production, release and trade of multimedia data. More details on MPEG-21 are in section 4.1.

Password Also used in its variants pass code, PIN, or pass phrase is one of the simplest forms of authentication. Usually it is coupled with an identifier (user name or login), and in this pair it fulfills the role a shared secret enabling the authentication of an agent’s identity to the access control system. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

PKI PKI or public key infrastructure is a commonly used access control technique relying on so-called asymmetric cryptography. Its principle is based on matching the private and public keys of any given individual agent. The keys themselves are often issued by certification authorities that are trusted by the parties involved in the transaction.

Profile A user profile describes the properties, preferences, interests or characteristics of a user. More details on user profiles and its differentiation from access rights are described in section 4.4.

RBAC Role-based access control is one of several access control models. More on this term is included in section 3.

Reuse Right A reuse right is a permission for a user to deploy a resource for his own aims and in his own applications. In the subsequent sections, reuse rights are distinguished from access rights.

SAML Security assertion markup language has been developed by the OASIS’ Security Services Technical Committee. More on this access control approach appears in section 4.6.

SSL SSL or secure sockets layer is a protocol designed specifically for the Web to securely access web-based applications. Probably the most useful characteristic of this protocol is its tight integration with HTTP – the basic resource access protocol on the WWW, which means that usually no additional software is required to be added to the client in order to rely on SSL. Since SSL uses the same style URI-s as the traditional Web, it is obviously relevant to securing access control in the context of ontologies, which make use of URI-s to identify their concepts, entities, etc.

Token A token is an object that facilitates the access control to a particular resource. Traditionally, the term has been used in connection with hardware authenticators whose role was to create one-off, unique pass code. Recently, the term has been expanded to include software authenticators as well. In this case, a token may be a certificate associating an identity to a public key, for example. (source: http://www.rsasecurity.com/glossary)

In this report we are using this term in its latter meaning – i.e. as a software authenticator.

Trust Trust is usually defined as a relationship between a trustor and a trustee. The trustor is the subject that trusts the target entity, whereas the trustee is the entity which is trusted. More details on trust and its differentiation from access rights are described in section 4.3.
User Lifecycle Management  This term covers the process of identity management in an organization over time. In principle, the purpose of this process is to decide such issues as e.g. what access an agent needs; how easy should it be for an agent to change or reset its authentication credentials; what levels of authentication are needed for different resources; etc. These are typically policy issues, and the chosen technical architecture and tools should typically support these policies and be consistent with them.

Web Access Management  While not being particularly unique, we include this term in our glossary primarily to address the point that ontologies are in fact web-accessible resources. Web access management is thus a sub-set of access control activities that enables organizations to manage access rights to its web-based (usually URI-accessible) resource on the intranets, extranets, portals, etc.

This sub-set of access control is particularly relevant to networked environments where more and more resources are available online, and organizations need to ensure only the qualified users can access those resources they are entitled (or permitted) to.

XACML  XACML stands for eXtensible Access Control Markup Language and is a general-purpose access control policy language. XACML is described in more detail in section 4.5.

XML  Extensible Markup Language is a generic technology established for the purpose of data exchange. As such it is not an access control technology in its own right, but its features make it a favourite candidate for expressing access control information if a way, which is readily comprehensible by the machines.
Chapter 3

Access Control Models: Overview

In the context of securing access to computer systems, access control is governed by one or several access control models. Different access control models rely (to a different extent) on such operations as authentication or authorization to manage user access to the resources that would otherwise be accessible to potentially unauthorized users. In principle, as shown in figure 3.1, in any access control model there are two primary access control entities (or just entities):

- **subject entities** ... subjects are the entities permitted to perform a particular action in the access control system (usually, known as ‘users’);

- **object entities** ... objects are those entities that represent resources to which access may be needed and may need to be controlled

In general, both subjects and objects are seen as generic entities (rather than specifically human users). In other words, they may include other software entities such as programs, digital resources, but also hardware devices, etc. In some access control models, the roles of subjects vs. objects are clearly separated; in others, a software entity may potentially act as both subject and object – we will return to this point later in the context of discussing capabilities.

![Figure 3.1: Basic access control terminology applied to an example situation of subject ‘Alice’ having authority ‘to drive’ a ‘car object’.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the access control relies at the very least on a triple comprising elements from three sets: $\Sigma$ – a set of subjects (those entities who want to gain access); $\Omega$ – a set of objects (those entities that may be accessed, also known as resources); and $I$ – a set of access actions or invocations. A triple $\alpha = (s, o, i) \in \Sigma \times \Omega \times I$ represents an access right or authority of subject $s$ to access object $o$ using action $i$. One of the common representation of the authority triples is so-called Lampson’s matrix [Lam71] that is often constructed with elements $s$ forming the matrix rows, elements $o$ forming the matrix columns, and elements $i$ being expressed as values of particular cells. An example of such a matrix is given later (see Table 3.1 in section 3.2.2).
Access control models fall, in principle, into one of two main categories: (i) models based on access control lists (ACL-s), and (ii) models based on capabilities. Briefly, the key difference between the two categories is in the way access rights are represented. In the ACL approaches, an access right is expressed by adding an identity of a particular subject to the list or table associated with the controlled resource (object). Hence, ACL approaches rely on authentication and identity verification for each individual agent. On the contrary, capability-based approaches rely on mere references to the controlled resources (objects). In this case, the emphasis is on authorization and the capability acts as a sufficient token of authority, which may but does not have to be associated with a specific identity.

Why access control models are important? Naively speaking, organizations want to control who access what and under which circumstances – this may be for a variety of reasons: information sensitivity, fault reduction and fault tolerance management, protection of intellectual assets, and many more. More formally, access control models exist to maintain so-called principle of minimal authority (or minimal privilege). This principle came into formal existence in 1970-s in the works of Peter J. Denning [Den76], and in principle, it demands that in any computing environment any software entity (agent) must be able to access only such information and/or resources that are absolutely necessary to its legitimate purposes. An alternative wording of this important principle was offered by Saltzer and Schroeder [SS75]:

> Every program and every user of the system should operate using the least set of privileges necessary to complete the job.

While this principle is so instrumental in the state-of-the-art access control models, it has been often criticized on the grounds of implementing security by means of obscurity. As the quote above suggests, the principle tries to use secrecy (i.e. keeping certain information hidden) to ensure its security. It is not the purpose of this report to re-explore the controversy of this principle; nevertheless, the approach to control access by actually hiding certain (chunks of) information is so dominant that it is likely to shape our views on controlling access to ontological resources, too.

### 3.1 ACL-based Models

As we have already defined in section 2, the access control list represents a large class of access control models that rely on a list or a table of authorities (subjects) permitted to access a particular resource being attached directly to that resource (object). In other words, an ACL is a list of permissions applicable to an individual object that needs access control. Each item in such a list specifies who or what is permitted to access the object in question, and what particular operations (or access levels) are allowed to be executed on that object. At its broadest, each item in the ACL specifies a pair consisting of a subject (or its identity) and an access operation. A simple example of such an entry may be associated with object called ‘top-ontology.owl’ and read ‘[Alice read, write, delete]’ to tell that the user with identity ‘Alice’ may read, write and delete the respective OWL file.

By the nature of the ACL systems, whenever a user (subject) requests access to perform a particular operation on the resource (object), the access control system needs to first look into the respective ACL whether or not it contains an appropriate entry for the subject. In other words, an access operation in the ACL-based models has to be split into at least two rather independent steps: (i) authenticating the subject, followed by (ii) executing the requested operation on a given object. While such a two-tier access control is not uncommon, it may require dedicated methods for handling the authentication separately from accessing the resource objects.

For example, URI-based protocols such as HTTP support separate authentication via HTTP AUTH extension or via HTTPS and certificates. The former approach is a standard challenge/response interaction between the server and client involving exchanging tokens of identity (usually, a user name and respective password). In the latter case, a secured user’s certificate is presented instead of name and password. However, in both cases, the issue of authentication implying authority boils down to the inherently state-less nature of
HTTP. Due to HTTP not maintaining any knowledge of a state, the subject needs to re-authenticate at every request. On the Web, the state-fullness is partially restored by means of cookies and sessions, whereby a cookie (an object residing on a client side and containing necessary authentication details) is capable of emulating ‘state-aware’ behaviour. Unfortunately, cookie management is (i) not the most secure affair, and (ii) not very easy either. Therefore, if authentication is required by the access control model relying on HTTP (e.g. using HTTP AUTH and/or SSL certificates), it needs to be taken care of by specialized client and server plug-ins or extensions, and hence, it often requires additional software engineering and development effort to implement. It often triggers an interesting domino effect, when solving one issue (in this case, authentication), we introduce more degrees of freedom in terms of cookie management, cookie expiration, session expiration fallbacks, etc. Nonetheless, we should return to this shortcoming later after we introduce alternatives to ACL. Next, we provide a brief overview of the most common ACL-based access control models. Namely, we consider DAC (Discretionary Access Control model) and MAC (Mandatory Access Control model).

3.1.1 DAC: Discretionary Access Control

An access control system is seen to follow the DAC model if the creator or an owner of the resource object has full access rights to that object, which includes its right to modify the object's ACL. In this particular case, the modification of the object's ACL is equivalent to granting or revoking access rights to any other subject. A formal definition of DAC model defines this approach as a means of restricting access to objects based on the identity of subjects and/or groups to which they belong [Cen85]. The discretionary nature of this model comes from the fact that a subject with certain access rights is capable of passing that permission onto any other subject. DAC-based models are usually defined in a clear opposition to other models, in particular MAC-based ones. The primary factor differentiating these two models and putting them in opposition to each other is the notion of ‘granting access’. DAC, at least in principle, permits an agent to entirely determine the access to the resource objects they own or are authors of. This may be sometimes dangerous, as it means that such an all-powerful agent may (through accident or malice) give access to another agent that would normally be considered unauthorized. In other words, DAC-based models are probably most open to policy violations and are most likely to suffer from anarchic, ad-hoc access control.

3.1.2 MAC: Mandatory Access Control

An access control system is said to follow the MAC model if it is capable of enforcing system-wide restrictions that may override the permissions listed in any particular ACL. Unlike DAC, MAC-based models have a notion of ‘central authority’ (usually a system administrator) – usually the only subject capable of modifying the ACLs for the objects. For these reasons, MAC-based models are sometimes known as non-discretionary access control approaches. As suggested in section 3.1.1, the most important feature of this model involves denying agents full control over the access to the resource objects they may create. Formally, NCSC defines MAC-based model as a means of restricting access to objects based on the sensitivity of the information contained in the objects (as represented by some label) and on the formal authorization of all subjects (users, agents) to access that information [Cen85]. Unlike in DAC-based model where the only access control measure used was subject authentication, MAC introduces the need for a formal authorization – in this context assignment of access rights by some central authority. As the individual subjects are denied full control, the access rights are controlled by a system security policy (set by a system administrator, as we mentioned earlier). A part of the central administrative policy may be also a right for a specific subject to grant access rights to others. We can see this style of managing access rights e.g. in the SQL databases, where the system maintains a set of several central tables that are (by definition) not modifiable by any common user of the database system. As in the database systems, any subject may only pass on the rights as specified by the system administrator; the subject has not discretion whatsoever in terms of deciding what shall be passed onto other users of the system.
The access control procedure relies this time on three rather separate actions: (i) authentication of the subject in order to establish its identity; (ii) verification of the subject's level of authorization by matching the data object properties with the authority (clearance) of the subject; and finally (iii) executing the requested operation or denying the execution.

3.1.3 RBAC: Role Based Access Control

One of the most common critiques of both DAC- and MAC-based models is that they deal with individual subjects and their identities. Although these identity-driven models are intuitive and fairly fine-grained, it was observed in the 1990-s that they are not entirely compatible with what is going on in a typical organization. Hence, a new, alternative model known as RBAC [SCFY96] was introduced to complement the two existing approaches briefly reviewed in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

The main principle of the RBAC model is its origin in the organizational management. Within (supposedly any) organization, roles are created to carry out various jobs and functions. The permissions to execute a particular operation or to access a particular resource object are usually bound to these organizational roles rather than to the specific individuals. In RBAC models, each subject is assigned a particular role (or several roles, if applicable), and through this role assignment acquires certain access rights and permissions to do particular actions with particular resource objects [SCFY96].

The main advantage emphasized by the supporters of this model is in the access control management. Since individual subjects are no longer given permissions directly and can only acquire them through their roles, the management of individual access rights gets much simpler. In most cases it is as simple as matching the subject's identity with an appropriate role, which can be done totally independently from the actual resource ACL-s. For instance, the file 'top-ontology.owl' from an earlier example would contain the following, generic ACL: '[Fishery Experts read, write, add, delete; Validators read, delete]'. Now, if our user Alice is in a role of a fishery expert and Bob in a role of ontology validator, Alice would obviously acquire different rights than Bob. However, if Bob is later promoted to a fishery expert, no changes are needed on the level of the file's ACL. One merely needs to manage a simple table [Role: User,...].

RBAC thus differs from the other ACL-based approaches by actually giving authorities to entities that have meaning in a particular, specific context of the organization. This can be contrasted with the traditional ACL lists that were often based on the low-level operations with the controlled objects (e.g. read, write, etc.) In other words, traditional ACL-s allow specifying whether a subject may or may not amend a resource, but they would be unable to distinguish different purposes or motives for that amendment – as in our example, the file may be amended by both experts and validators; however, this would be done in a different manner, with a different purpose, and possibly different tools.

Due to the organic organizational roots, RBAC models are currently considered as a widely accepted best practice for managing access rights in organizations. Most of the traditional operating (e.g. Linux, MS Active Directory, databases (Oracle, PostgreSQL) and ERM (SAP R/3) systems actually implement some form of RBAC. The RBAC models get away with the need for one (vulnerable) super-user who would maintain the mandatory access rights and policies, and they also minimize the anarchy of the discretionary models.

Probably the main criticism of RBAC models is that they are often executed on the level of entire organizations rather than specific applications or at least organizational departments. As the quote from the VP of Gartner suggests [Sho05], organizations trying to establish roles on the scale of the whole enterprise often end up with as many roles (if not more) as there are individual employees. This obviously beats the initial argument of having a more nimble, organizationally meaningful and easy-to-maintain access control model.

Another issue with RBAC models (and to some extent also MAC) concerns the desirability of passing on access rights from one subject to another. So far we considered this issue from the organizational perspective, where it was clearly not desirable to allow any subject decide their own rules for passing on access rights. In the bureaucratic organization this need to prescribe who can do what and to whom they may pass it, is still visible. However, there is a growing organizational trend employing more flexible organizational forms that
at the very least reduce the importance of organizational roles, and in the worst case completely bypass the established role system.

Hence, RBAC may be organizationally sound and very well supported by such organizational practices as workflow or business process modelling, but it does not lend itself to supporting bottom-up teams of collaborating subjects, where authorities often arise from particular tasks, momentary issues and needs, rather than from a formal assignment of an individual subject to a particular role.

### 3.2 Authorization-based Models

An alternative access control model attempts to move completely away from binding an authority to perform action with subject’s identity (and hence authentication). A frequently used analogy explaining the difference of authorization- or capability-based model from the ACL-based models runs as follows:

Let us assume a situation Alice owning a car and wanting Bob to clean up the car, both inside and outside.

**ACL-based model**: In ACL we would need to attach to Alice’s car a list of designated people who can manipulate the car, and make sure this list contains a subject called ‘Bob’. However, this is not sufficient. In addition to including Bob in the car’s ACL, there is a need for ‘a warden’ who would be expecting a person showing an identification (e.g. a driver’s license) associating ‘Bob’ as a name with an individual ‘Bob’. The warden would then need to authenticate Bob by relying on information printed in his driver’s license, which may be incomplete, may be forged, may unfamiliar, etc. Finally, having satisfied him- or herself, the warden would unlock the car and let Bob do his cleaning job.

**Capability-based model**: In ABAC we don’t need to attach anything to the car. It is fully sufficient for Alice to point Bob toward her car and give him a token, a key. In this particular case, it is literally the key to ‘open her car’. In this situation we can imagine that Alice gives Bob a key to open but not to start and drive her car. Hence, the pointer and the respective token are sufficiently defining the access situation; no extra authentication is required.

#### 3.2.1 Introduction into capabilities

The origins of the capability-based models are in the works of sociologist Mark Granovetter who tried to express changes in interpersonal relationships among individuals [Gra73]. In the context of the above illustration with Alice’s car, Granovetter’s introduction starts with Alice sending Bob a message (thick arrow) whose purpose is to point out her car to Bob. Dashed arrow in figure 3.2 represents the fact that Alice has access to her own car; the full thin arrows represent the actual ‘references’ (or pointers).

Formally, the term *capability* was introduced into the security domain by Dennis and Van Horn in 1960-s. In their paper [DH83]¹, they introduced an idea of an access control system where in order to access an object the subject would need a special token (rather than identity). Included in their definition was the assumption of the token actually designating an object and simultaneously giving the subject an authority to perform a specific set of actions on that object. They called the token as ‘capability’.

An important formal difference from the other access control models is that a capability is merely a reference to the object that needs some access control. In our earlier example, Alice’s maintenance key only represents the capability to ‘open her car’, e.g. for the purpose of valeting. There may well exist another capability (another reference and another key) that would represent the rights to ‘open and start up her car’. In other words, the same object (Alice’s car) has been given two references, each with a different set of access rights. As with Alice’s keys, capabilities may be delegated and/or copied. For example, Alice may give Bob her original maintenance key and that would represent the situation where she handed over (or delegated) her

---

¹The paper was published in CACM as a part of special 25th anniversary issue; hence different publication date.
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Figure 3.2: An example situation showing the principle of capability-based access control: Alice pointing out her car to Bob (thin arrows) and passing a token (thick arrow).

capability to another subject. Alternatively, Alice may have had a new set of keys made precisely for the purpose of cleaning and valeting her car, and that obviously represents the situation where the capability was copied to another subject. If we now simply assume that the copied key is an electronic fob, it is trivial for Alice to revoke her capability handover, or to reprogram her car so that it does not accept Bob’s copy anymore.

Capabilities are often considered to improve overall system security; primarily because they replace so-called forgeable references. A forgeable reference (such as a path name in a file system or URI on the Web) only identifies an object, but does not say anything about which access rights apply to that object and which agents (subjects) hold those access rights. Hence, any attempt to access the referenced object needs to be validated (e.g. by a file system or a web server). On the contrary, in the capability-based model, the fact that a subject possesses a particular capability entitles gives it the rights to use the referenced object in line with the access privileges specified by the capability. In other words, a capability-based model gives the entities only those capabilities they may ever need.

3.2.2 Formal differences between ACL and capabilities

At a first glance, the ACL and capability-based seem to look similar, and intuitively seem to represent the same situation. This is known as the equivalence myth and is largely due to one particular representation formalism, in which access rights can be expressed – namely, Lampson's access control matrix [Lam71]. This matrix essentially juxtaposes subjects (e.g. rows) against various objects (e.g. columns); the cells of the matrix then contain specific access attributes that specify the access action for each subject with respect to each object.

Hence, ACL models seem to be equivalent to the columns of Lampson's matrix (access control is applied to each object); whereas the capability models seem to be equivalent to the rows of the same matrix (access control applied to subjects). A simple example of an access control matrix applied to our car example is shown in Table 3.1. As pointed out by [MYS03] the access control matrix is a static and generic depiction of a situation that requires access control, and as such it is capable of accommodating both ACL and capability-based models.

As can be seen from the visual depiction (Figure 3.3) of the access control matrix (Table 3.1), with the explicit representation of references a difference previously hidden in the matrix becomes obvious: referential arrows point in the opposite directions [MYS03]. According to [MYS03], the minor difference in the arrow direction has deep conceptual meaning. In particular, any access control system needs designation of its resources. In ACL, this designation system must be clearly separate from what is depicted in Figure 3.3, since the
Table 3.1: An example situation showing access rights in Lampson’s matrix form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Car doors</th>
<th>Car engine</th>
<th>Car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>start</td>
<td>drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3: Translation and visual depiction of the access control matrix in Table 3.1: arrows pointing to the left for ACL-s and to the right for capability lists.

authority arrows are point away from the actual resources. So, in ACL models there are separate designators for resources and authorities, and the subject must (in some way) be able to map one onto another.

In a capability model, the arrows referencing authority point in the right direction; i.e. toward the resources. Hence, these references (i.e. capabilities) may act in a dual purpose role: to designate a resource and to provide the access authority. Hence, our subjects need only one designation system, the relationships between authorities and resources is not dependent on any mapping or redundancy.

Furthermore, the capability model allows for finer-grained designation of the subjects, too. Whereas in ACL (left half of Figure 3.3) we can only refer to ‘Carol’ or ‘Alice’, the capability model (right half of Figure 3.3) allows differentiating between ‘Carol – an engine starter’ and ‘Carol – a driver’. Hence subjects are no longer bound to specific physical entities and identities; to some extent they are capable of expressing a capacity or a role as a subject.

Two additional conceptual issues and differences between the ACL-based and capability-based models relate to the notion of access confinement and the closely related notion of access revocation [MYS03]. The former issue argues that capability models are unable of limiting the propagation (delegation, copying) of authority. The latter argument puts forward that capability models being able to pass on authorities are unable to revoke (cancel, remove) access authority.

According to [MYS03], the confinement issue can be resolved by acknowledging that if subject (‘Alice’) wants to delegate some of its capabilities related to a resource called ‘Carol’ to another subject called ‘Bob’, Alice herself must have access to both Carol and Bob. In other words, Alice is introducing Bob to something she already had, she cannot invent a brand new capability to an unknown resource or an unknown subject. To generalize, authors in [MYS03] argue that no capability transfer (delegation or copying) can introduce a new connection between any two objects that were not already connected by some (possibly not directed) path in the relationship graph.

With respect to revoking capabilities, the opponents of capability models argue that only the capability holder may give it up, but it cannot be taken away from it. While it is true that any subject may maintain all the capabilities it was ever given, we need to acknowledge that capabilities are merely references. Hence, they need to be resolved to get hold of the actual object resource. This offers an obvious opportunity for revocation...
– although the subject keeps a capability, this can be easily canceled by the original owner at the resolution stage. In other words, our subject has a reference, but this is pointing into NULL – ‘nowhere’, so to say. Thus effectively, the subject's authority to do anything with the underlying object has been taken away, revoked.
Chapter 4

Access Control Technologies and Approaches

4.1 MPEG-21

As mentioned in [VdWB05], MPEG-21 is quite different from the MPEG standards that preceded it. Whereas MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 are audio and video compression standards and MPEG-7 is a framework for multimedia description, MPEG-21 should fill the gaps in the multimedia delivery chain [VdWB05]. Nowadays, there exist plenty of producers, salespersons and consumers of multimedia content.

In order to cope with the increasing amount of multimedia data and persons who interact with this data, the MPEG-21 standard was defined. MPEG-21 provides a general framework for the electronic production, release and trade of multimedia data [VdWB05]. The framework comprises all actions that can occur from the producer of the multimedia content to the consumer of this content.

The MPEG-21 standard contains two basic elements, namely the digital item and the user. The digital item is a well structured digital object, that consists of a certain resource and associated meta data. Each digital item must have a unique identification. A user is someone, who interacts with the MPEG-21 framework in a certain way. Multimedia data, i.e. a digital item, can be used by a user in many different ways. He can create a digital item, change a digital item, sell a digital item, consume a digital item or search for a digital item. Furthermore, the digital item can be automatically adapted according to the preferences of the user, the mobile device and the network.

The architecture of the MPEG-21 standard can be split into seven parts, which are listed below:

1. Digital Item Declaration (DID): A digital item is declared using the Digital Item Declaration Language (DIDL) that offers a consistent and flexible way for defining digital items.

2. Digital Item Identification (DII): The DII provides a mechanism for uniquely identifying digital items and their components. The identification uses a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). Thus, any abstract or physical resource can be identified.

3. Intellectual Property Management and Protection (IPMP): IPMP is deployed for rights management. User can define which other user is allowed to use which digital item and under which conditions. For managing these rights, the Rights Expression Language (REL) is used.

4. Rights Expression Language (REL): REL is a language for describing schemes of rights. Rights are expressed by the REL Data Model. The REL Data Model consists of a principal, to whom the right is issued, a resource, which is associated with the right, and a condition, under which the right exist. The declaration of rights must be consistent according to the Rights Data Dictionary (RDD).

5. Rights Data Dictionary (RDD): RDD is a vocabulary of rights that can be used within the REL. The expression of rights is defined and described in this part. There exist several standard rights which
allow a user e.g. to read, to play or to sell a digital item. These standard rights can be amended by more complex rights if needed.

6. Digital Item Adaptation (DIA): This part of the MPEG-21 standard describes the adaptation of the digital item according to the user preferences, mobile device or network.

7. Reference Software (RS) and File Format (FF): In this part the reference software and the file format or MPEG-21 is described.

MPEG-21 is a large standard that was especially intended for multimedia content. The MPEG-21 standard is not well suited for declaring access rights for ontologies because of its large complexity. Some parts of MPEG-21 like licenses are not needed for ontologies. Thus, it would be more reasonable to develop a special rights management that is appropriate for ontologies. However, in this new approach several ideas of MPEG-21 could be exploited.

### 4.2 User rights in ODESeW

The purpose of reviewing one of the applications developed by the partner(s) in the NeOn consortium at this point is twofold. First, we want to present it as a technology that actively manages access using one of the traditional access control models. What is more interesting and our primary motivation for including this short section in the report, is that the work on ODESeW [CGPLC+03, GPLCdCSFC06] has already devoted some effort to analyzing the granularity levels at which access control may be exercised in a collaborative environment. Hence, these operations and the granularity levels may serve as a useful initial input to illustrating the access treatment in NeOn, generally.

ODESeW is a semantic web framework used for developing semantic web applications. By saying that ODESeW is a framework, its authors mean that ODESeW sets an architecture, identifies different components of the architecture and defines and implements the workflow of the information and the interaction between components, giving by default an implementation of each component. A developer can implement these components or extend the previous ones. The architecture framework of ODESeW is based on the Model/View/Controller (MVC) design paradigm that can be seen in Figure 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: ODESeW architecture and basic blocks.](image)

The View component represents the set of different visualizations of the information inside the semantic web application. The information displayed in these visualizations can be retrieved from the Data Model.
The Controller component is in charge of receiving all the actions from an application user and executing them. The type of actions to execute are: navigation actions that lead a user from a visualization to another and application logic actions that execute specific application actions which are chained to another navigation action. The Data Model stores and manages all the data inside a web application. It is composed of the Domain Model of the semantic web application, which uses ontologies as a schema of the information and the User Profile model that stores and manages the different kinds of users in the application and that is modelled as an ontology.

All the requests and responses from/to the controller and the visualizations are filtered by a security component that restricts the access to specific information of the Data Model. In addition, ODESeW includes a component that feeds the internal information in the Data Model with information from an external resource through the External Information Gateway (EIG). The EIG sets a connexion to an external resource by means of the Communicators, which deal and negotiate with the resource; it annotates the external information according to the ontologies in the Data Model through the Mappers; and it manages this annotated information according to the request received from the Data Model when a user requests information.

### 4.2.1 Data Model

To understand the security component, it is necessary to know all the different terms in the Data Model used to represent an ontology and the instances of an ontology. Figure 4.2 shows all the terms of the Data Model and the relationships between them.

![Diagram of the terms in the ODESeW Data Model and their mutual relationship reflecting the granularity of ontological entities.](image)

The terms that represent the schema of the ontology are: Ontology, Concept, Attribute (with two different types, Instance Attributes and Relation) and Type (with two different types, Concept Type and Basic Type). And the terms that represent the instances of the ontologies are: Instance Set, Instance and Value (with two different type, Instance and Literal).
4.2.2 Security Component

The security component is focused on restricting the access to the ontology instances in the Data Model. It has been considered that the schema of the ontologies are public; thus, the information that can be restricted is the instances. Hence, the security component restricts the access to the instance by accessing any of the terms in the Data Model and restricts the access to a value in an instance by restricting the ternary relation between Instance, Attribute and Value. The restricted actions of a term or the values in an instance can be:

- **read**: this action allows/denies the access to an instance or to a value of an instance;
- **write**: this action allows/denies the user to modify or create instances;
- **delete**: this action allows/denies the user to delete an instance.

Table 4.1 shows which actions can be applied to a term in the Data Model; it also describes which are the restriction applied to the instances associated to that term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>read</th>
<th>write</th>
<th>delete</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ontology</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>read/write/delete any instance in the ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>read/write/delete any direct instance in the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>read/write any value of any instance that has a value of this attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>read/write/delete the instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance set</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>read/write/delete any instance in a set of instances that describe a specific domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>read/write a value of an instance of a specific attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 4.1 we describe the objects to which restrictions can be applied and the different actions already identified (read, write, delete). The restrictions are applied to a characteristic of the user that is obtained after executing a request on the User profile ontology. Thus, if the ontology contains groups of users or roles, these can be specified as a description of a user from which a restriction in the Security Model can be defined.

4.2.3 An implementation of the Security Model

As ODESeW is a framework, it provides a default implementation of the Security Model. This implementation is a subset of the functionalities of the Security Component that covers the restrictions as listed in Table 4.2. This table shows that the write/delete actions are assigned to concepts of the ontology while the read/write actions are assigned to instances and instance attributes. The default characteristic of a user for restricting the user rights is the user name, though any other user characteristic of the User Ontology can be employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>read</th>
<th>write</th>
<th>delete</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concept</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>read/write/delete any direct instance in the concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>read/write/delete the instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>read/write a value of an instance of a specific attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Differentiation of trust issues from access rights

According to [GS00], trust is usually defined as a relationship between a trustor and a trustee. The trustor is the subject that trusts the target entity, whereas the trustee is the entity which is trusted. Trust can be an important factor for decision making and trust also forms the basis for allowing a trustee to use resources or services that are owned by the trustor [GS00]. Furthermore, trust has an inverse relationship to risk because if we trust someone to a high extend, it is very unlikely that we will be betrayed by this person.

Although many research scientists are investigating trust issues, there exist no consensus in the literature what trust is. Every research group seems to have its own definition for trust. In [GS00] trust is specified as the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act dependably, securely and reliably within a specified context. In contrast to that, distrust is regarded as a means of revoking previously agreed trust. Thus, distrust is necessary to identify entities which are not trusted.

In [GS00] several properties of trust relationships are described. In most cases, trust relationships are not true in every context. Instead, according to a trust relationship a trustee is only allowed to perform a specific action or to provide a service within a certain context. Thus, trust is often called context-specific. A trust relationship is mostly between two entities, i.e. a one-to-one relationship, but there may be one-to-many or many-to-many trust relationships. Furthermore, a trust relationship does not have to be symmetric, so that a trustor trusts the trustee, but not vice versa. There has been a large discussion in the literature if trust relationships are transitive or not. Because of that, some systems exploit the transitivity of trust and some systems do not use this property. Another important property of a trust relationship is the level of trust that is associated with it. If one trusts a certain entity more than other entities, a higher trust value is assigned to this certain entity. Some systems use binary or discrete values, while other systems provide a continuous range of values for their trust relationships.

In [AG06] trust systems are coarsely classified into two main categories: Credential-based trust systems and reputation-based trust systems. In credential-based trust systems entities use credentials in order to establish trust. Therefore, each entity owns information about itself and exchanges this information. The recursive problem of trusting the credentials is often solved by using a trusted third party. This third party verifies the exchanged credentials.

Reputation-based trust systems use the reputation of an entity or the history of former transactions in order to establish trust. Mostly, trust is computed over social networks or across paths of trust, where two entities may not have direct trust information about each other.

In [ZY04] a conceptual framework for reputation-based trust is defined. The framework is based on the idea that in a decentralized environment several entities interact with other entities via transactions: A transaction can be a transfer of money, a download of a website or a ftp-upload. A transaction must be uni-directional, i.e. there is a service-provider (server) and a service-consumer (client).

In this framework the terms trustworthiness, feedback, opinion and source and destination of trust evaluation are defined:

- Trustworthiness: An entity's trustworthiness is an indicator of the quality of the entity's services. In most trust models, the domain of trustworthiness is assumed to be $[0, 1]$.

- Feedback: A feedback is a client's statement about the quality of a service that was provided by a server in a single transaction. A feedback may be multi-dimensional in general, but in [ZY04] feedback is assumed to be one-dimensional and it has also the domain $[0, 1]$.

- Opinion: An opinion is a user's general impression about a server. It is derived from its feedback on all the transactions that are conducted with the server. The opinion is assumed to be one-dimensional and from the domain $[0, 1]$. It is important to distinguish between opinions and trustworthiness.

- Source and destination of trust evaluation: If an entity A is interested in knowing the trustworthiness of another entity B, then A is the source and B is the destination of a trust evaluation.
Based on the framework in [ZY04], a classification scheme for reputation-based trust functions is presented in [ZY04]. The classification scheme has four dimensions:

- Subjective Trust vs. Objective Trust
- Transaction-Based Trust vs. Opinion-Based Trust
- Complete Information vs. Localized Information (= Global Trust vs. Local Trust)
- Rank-Based Trust vs. Threshold-Based Trust

The first dimension distinguishes between subjective trust and objective trust. A entity’s trustworthiness is often related to the quality of services that it provides to clients. If the quality can be objectively measured, then an entity’s trustworthiness is called objective trust. Otherwise an entity’s trustworthiness is called subjective trust. If a objective trust function is used, an entity’s trustworthiness is independent of the source of the trust evaluation. By using a subjective trust function, an entity's trust may vary greatly depending on the source of the trust evaluation. In contrast to [ZY04], the current dimension of classification is called global and local in [ZL04].

The second dimension of the classification scheme differentiates between transaction-based trust and opinion-based trust. Some trust models rely on the information of individual transactions in order to infer an entity’s trustworthiness, whereas other trust models only rely on opinions. Unlike opinion-based trust functions, transaction-based trust functions require more information to infer an entity’s trustworthiness. Opinion-based trust functions give each entity more freedom to form their own opinions, which causes that opinion-based trust functions may be easily influenced by malicious users.

Trust functions can also be classified according to the amount of information that is used for the trust evaluation. If every entity has access to all transactions or opinions, the trust function is called a global trust function. The trust function owns the complete information. If the trust function is only applied to a subgraph of the complete trust graph (maybe to its neighbors), the trust function is called a local or localized trust function. The local trust function uses only localized information. For a local trust function, each entity has access to different information. Because of that, a local trust function is also subjective [ZL04].

A last dimension of the classification scheme deals with the trust decision. For some trust functions, it is appropriate to define a threshold of trustworthiness in order to make trust decisions. These functions are called threshold-based. Other trust functions uses the relative ranking of an entity in order to make trust decisions. Thereby, an entity’s calculated trustworthiness is compared to other entities. One receives a relative ranking of an entity.

Although trust issues are somehow related to rights, they are not the same. The difference between trust issues and rights can be clarified by the following example. For instance, even if I trust another person, I do not have to give him the right to access my data. I would only give this person access to my data if he wants to pay for this right. Nevertheless, trust can be a precondition for a certain right. For instance, I only give someone access to my data if he is trusted by me and if he pays for this service. However, nowadays most rights management systems are not influenced by trust issues.

### 4.4 Differentiation of profiling and preferences from access rights

In [DDG+06] a user profile is defined as a way to describe some user properties, preferences or characteristics. By describing these user properties and characteristics, one defines a context of a user, in which he acts. Such a context may be the role of a user, the domain of interest or the current task [DDG+06]. If a user profile is created, the system, with which the user is working, can easily be adapted according to the needs of the user. For instance, the GUI can be adjusted for the task of the user, so that some unnecessary buttons disappear.

A user profile can be constructed by different methods. In [DDG+06] three classes of methods for profile acquisition and construction are mentioned, namely manual, semi-automatic and automatic methods.
In contrast to the concrete profile of a single user, one can also define a profile of a stereotypical, abstract user. An abstract user would correspond to any member of a user group in a particular situation. After specifying the profile of abstract users, one is able to compute the similarity between a concrete user profile and a profile of a stereotypical, abstract user. Nevertheless, one can also compute the similarity between two concrete user profiles in order to investigate if two users may have similar properties or interests.

It is very important to distinguish user profiles from user rights because they have a totally different meaning. Nevertheless, sometimes they seem to be very similar, but they are not. A user profile represents the properties, preferences, interests and characteristics of a user. In many cases, the user profile is created by the user himself, e.g. by filling a questionnaire. Furthermore, the user often has the ability to change his user profile, if, for instance, his interests or tasks have totally changed. In contrast to user profiles, user rights express which resource a user can access and what kind of action he is allowed to do on this resource. Normally, user rights cannot be changed by the user himself. An administrator specifies the access rights for each user and only he is allowed to change them. Additionally, user rights are stricter than user profiles. If a user profile is not complete, the user is still able to access content that does not fit to his user profile. A user profile provides only a weak restriction. Instead, user rights are strong restrictions. If a user rights does not allow a user to access a resource, he cannot avoid this prohibition.

4.5 XACML: language for access control markup

XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) is a general-purpose access control policy language that was published by OASIS (Organization for the Advancement Of Structured Information Standards) [Maz04]. The policy language can be used in order to describe general access control requirements. In addition to the policy language, XACML owns an access control decision request/response language, which is also based on XML. The request/response language can form a query in order to ask whether a certain action should be allowed or not. After the request message is received, a response message is created that includes an answer if this action is allowed or not.

Before one can check if a client is allowed to access a resource, an authentication and an authorization of the client must be performed. Therefore, one often deploys the SAML standard in combination with XACML [Dem07]. SAML is detailed in section 4.6. If an incoming request is received by a server, the server first checks the authentication and the authorization of the client by using SAML. Afterwards, the access rights of the resource are determined by evaluating the according XACML file.

The workflow of an XACML request can be explained by describing the components that are involved in the evaluation of such a request. These components can be either contained in a single application or distributed across several servers.

- **Policy Administration Point (PAP):** The PAP is the component that creates a policy or a policy set. This must have been done as a first step.

- **Policy Decision Point (PDP):** This component makes the access decision based on the existing policies.

- **Policy Enforcement Point (PEP):** The PEP is the only component that is available from outside. It receives the client's request and allows or denies the access to the resource.

- **Policy Information Point (PIP):** This component delivers all attributes, which are necessary in order to evaluate a client's request.

The typical starting point is that a client wants to take some action on a resource. In the past an administrator has executed the PAP in order to define the access rights for this resource. The client sends a request to the PEP in order to ask if it can access a certain resource. The PEP itself sends a request to the PIP that will collect information about the requester, the desired resource, the action and the request itself. Afterwards, this information is sent back to the PEP, which forwards it to the PDP. The PDP analyzes the request and the
appropriate policies in order to make a decision. Thus, the PDP allows or denies that the client can perform a certain action on the desired resource. The decision is forwarded to the PEP, which sends it as a response message to the requester.

An XACML document contains one policy or a set of policies that are evaluated by the PDP. The policies can be included in the XACML document or they can be references to policies which are stored in remote locations. In some cases, several policies are available for one resource. Then, a combination algorithm must be executed for the policies that merges the single decisions of each policy to final decision of all policies. Each policy stands for a single access control policy and is expressed by a set of rules, which contain a boolean function as their core. In order to combine different rules that are included in a policy, a combination algorithm for rules must be deployed.

A further important question is how the PDP finds the appropriate policy or rule that must be evaluated. Therefore, so-called targets are deployed. A target is a set of conditions for the requester, the desired resource and the action that the requester wants to perform on the resource. Before the PDP can decide if a request is allowed or not, it must search for the appropriate policy or rule. The PDP compares the properties of the request with the targets of the policies and, thus, it knows which policies are appropriate. The appropriate policies are evaluated by finding their appropriate rules and checking them.

Because of its platform independence and its flexibility, XAMCL can be used in very different applications. However, XAMCL does not contain any possibilities in order to manage licenses. If licenses are needed, one must use other languages like the eXtensible Rights Markup Language (XRML) or MPEG-21. Because of its architecture, XACML is very appropriate for scenarios like the scenario of NeOn, in which the data is distributed across a large network. The XACML policies do not have to be stored on a single place. They can be distributed across several servers and can include policies that are only references to policies in a remote location. Furthermore, the architecture of a XACML system can be widely distributed across many different servers. Thus, it is possible that its components (PAP, PIP, PEP and PDP) are run by different service providers.

### 4.6 SAML: language for security markup

SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) is an XML-based standard for exchanging authentication and authorization data between identity providers and service providers. This standard was also published by OASIS [Maz04]. As more and more applications are becoming integrated systems that deploy distributed web services, it is necessary to have such a standard for sharing security information.

SAML standardizes the full range of functions that are related to receiving, transmitting and sharing security information. It provides both, the format for specifying user security information and the formats that can be used to form requests and responses. Furthermore, it defines how these request and response message are transmitted using protocols such as SOAP and how the user security information can be translated in other widely used formats and technologies.

It is very important to mention that in every exchange of security information three different parties must be included:

- **Subject:** The subject is the user whose the security information is provided.
- **Relying party:** The relying party makes use of the security information because depending on the security information of the subject it decides whether a request is allowed or not. The relying party is also called the service provider.
- **Asserting party:** The asserting party provides the security information for the service provider. The asserting party is also called the identity provider.

Naturally, there exist several subjects and several service providers. However, it is also possible that multiple identity providers exist and maybe even work together.
In SAML, a so-called assertion carries the information. The assertion contains header information, the name of the subject and one or more so-called statements. The header contains the name of the identity provider and other information such as the expiration date.

There are at least three important use cases for which SAML has especially been developed:

- Single Sign On (SSO)
- Distributed Transactions
- Authorization Services

Single Sign On (SSO) means that a user, who logged on a certain service provider, does not have to log on another service provider because the security information is shared between the different service providers. The login information which the first service provider received is forwarded to other service providers, so that the same user does not have to log on again. In the scenario of Distributed Transactions, a certain task cannot be fulfilled by a single service provider. Thus, other service providers are needed. For instance, in order to handle an order in an e-commerce shop, a credit card company and a transport company must be involved. These companies also need the user’s identity information and, thus, is can be easily shared by using SAML. In the use case of Authorization Services, SAML can be deployed if the authorization process is distributed across different servers.
Chapter 5

Considerations for Treating Access Rights in NeOn

In sections 2 through 4 we introduced broader access control models and technological solutions currently existing in practice. It can be noted that although most of the access control models use a generic terminology and talk about objects or resources, in practice, the notion of resource tends to be generally synonymous with a file (document, image, executable,...) or a data record (database table, view form,...) Furthermore, as we mentioned earlier, many access models address the networked environment in the sense that multiple subjects may wish to access the same object. However, they tend to simplify the matter of accessing for the purpose of collaborating.

There is an obvious recognition in the community that access control is an integral part of any information sharing and collaborative system [SD92]. However, a large part of the access control in the collaborative setting is based on limiting editing facilities. Although, there are also several pointers arguing that in collaborative setting it becomes increasingly important to address the issue of object granularity. In other words, granularity applies not only to distinguishing a variety of access operations (invocations) of a particular object or a variety of subject roles, but also the object themselves may be perceived on different levels of detail.

We now take a list of typical requirements noted in connection with supporting collaborative work in an open, networked environment, and discuss each with respect to how the existing access models might cope with these requirements. Our motivation here is to introduce the notion of controlling access to ontologies as objects exhibiting specific features and limitations on their users. In particular, we would like to touch the following themes in more detail (partially based on analyses in [SD92, SCFY96]:

1. Access rights models in a role of collaboration enabler – the core of this issue is that a subject should be able to grant a selective access to any particular object resource to other collaborating subjects; then revoke this access and maintain it on an appropriate level of granularity;

2. Access control models in a potentially distributed environment – the rationale for this issue stems from the fact that it is usually easier to manage access to a centralized repository of object resources; however, an access control model supporting ontologies shall be able to cope with distributed information and not necessarily enforce a central control;

3. Access control models as accountability mechanisms – in addition to managing the actual access to the shared object resources there are other issues the users of an information system may be interested in. For instance in case of ontologies, two features that often have significant role in using and reusing the ontological commitments include the provenance and trust in the shared resource. This is particularly important problem to be addressed, because ontologies act as referential conceptual frameworks, models that facilitate collaborative work. Hence, such issues as audit trails, logs and traceability become more important (e.g. to ensure conceptual soundness of the resources, as well as to detect or re-create access violations);
4. Access rights control not disrupting the functionality of common tools – the core rationale for including this issue into our discussion of access rights to ontologies relates to the nature of ontologies; they are primarily referential frameworks that may be used in a wide range of tools – hence, it is desirable to achieve managed access without necessarily demanding alterations to the existing tools.

5.1 Distribution issues: designating ontologies and authorities

Although the above list of issues starts with the collaborative aspects, we want to touch first on other aspects, which have an impact on all other themes; including collaboration, accountability and legacy. Therefore, before going more in depth with the collaborative aspects, we start by discussing the notion of designating ontologies in a distributed, Web-like environment. The issue of designation is somewhat complex in the case of ontologies. Probably the key factor contributing to the designation issue emerging for ontologies on the Web is the use of the notion ‘URI’ and the close relationship of URI to URL. While URI is a universal identifier of a resource, URL is supposed to be a universal identifier of the resource location. In many cases (e.g. KMi’s home page), the URL and URI may be considered as equal (i.e. my home page could be identified as http://kmi.open.ac.uk/index.cfm and its location is given by http://kmi.open.ac.uk/index.cfm, too). This principle can be labelled as “location implies identification/designation”. However, thanks to web server capabilities, we can as well identify our web page sufficiently as http://kmi.open.ac.uk, which is interpreted by our web server in terms of a specific location.

A similar proposal has been made for OWL (Web Ontology Language, v1.0) [SWM04]. Accordingly, ontologies may be identified in several ways, where each presents some kind of fallback in case the more preferred identification is not present. First, OWL provides an attribute to define the ontology as follows (we re-use a simple example of wine ontology for this purpose2):

```xml
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns: = "http://w3.org/foo/wine#"
  ... >
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://w3.org/foo/wine">
    ...
  </owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF> }
```

If the value of attribute rdf:about in the scope of <Ontology/> tag is non-empty, then it represents ontological identifier for that particular ontology. In case the value of this attribute is missing or empty, the guidelines suggest to use the declared base namespace instead; i.e. the value declared as follows:

```xml
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns: = "http://w3.org/foo/wine#"
  xml:base = "http://w3.org/foo/wine#"
  ... >
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
    ...
  </owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF> }
```

Third, if none of the above methods are provided (and there are ontologies that do not contain xml:base or rdf:about), the fallback is to identify the ontology by its URL. In our case this would become

---

2This ontology can be found at the following URL: http://w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine.rdf
http://w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine.rdf. This situation is fairly common when ontology authors omit the xml:base and only declare default namespace; i.e. xmlns = "http://foo.org/onto". As a result of this fairly benevolent treatment we can often find on the Web ontologies that deliberately or accidentally use the same namespace, but are physically different and reside at physically different URL-s.

A similar reasoning with respect to designations can be made for ontology modules or partitions. With concepts and instances, the situation is somewhat clearer as the rdf:about attribute becomes compulsory. Nevertheless, we can generalize that in case of ontologies we work the other way round compared to common web pages – the concepts, instances, properties, ontologies are given identifiers (URI-s) first, whereas access may apply to a particular location (URL) of these entities. Why does this matter? Consider different situations one may make use of ontologies in the Web environment:

**Situation 1:** User Alice wants to annotate her document using a set of concepts she was given. For Alice's purposes each concept is sufficiently defined by its URI (e.g. http://foo.org/onto#Manager), and Alice merely needs to use this URI to annotate the occurrences and instances in her document. In this situation Alice is clearly not concerned with any access rights issues concerning ontologies or their modules.

**Situation 2:** At some point Alice becomes curious about the broader conceptual relationships of concept http://foo.org/onto#Manager she is using, and wants to see the ontology or a module defining this entity. She faces an issue because the known URI does not uniquely imply which ontology or module she should request. To resolve the issue she may want to instruct an ontology search engine to find all applicable ontology containing entity http://foo.org/onto#Manager or a variant thereof.

Here Alice becomes concerned with the access control, because what she gets from the search engine are identifiers of only those ontologies that are accessible to her (or to the general public), and there is no guarantee that any of these 'accessible ontologies' are actually the right ones. Furthermore, we showed elsewhere [dSD+07] that there are fairly significant numbers of semantically duplicate ontologies on the Web – i.e. ontologies with presumably the same URI but located at different URL-s. This makes Alice’s choice that much harder, because she does not know from which location (URL) she should get the ontology with a given URI.

**Situation 3:** Alternatively, we can imagine a different situation – one where Alice knows the URL location of the ontology (or module) that she needs to access in order to appreciate the conceptualization of concept http://foo.org/onto#Manager. She may be interested in learning about the identifier (URI) of this ontology, but in principle, her knowledge of the physically accessible reference is enough to access the ontology in question.

Hence, Alice will use her access reference expressed in a form of, say, https://my.repository.org/onto-ab7-19er to sufficiently designate both, her authority to access a particular ontology resource and the identification of that resource.

To generalize the situations hypothesized above, we should point to the need of distinguishing the ontological identifiers (URI-s) of concepts, modules, ontologies, etc. on the one hand, and handlers facilitating access to those concepts, modules, ontologies, etc. If we adopt the terminology of capabilities introduced in section 3.2.1, then we can argue that ontological identifiers need to stay the same for every user in order to facilitate one of the primary purposes of ontologies: sharing of conceptual meanings. This requirement of shared meanings makes URI-s inappropriate to be expressed as unique capabilities denoting potentially unique access authorities with respect to specific concepts, modules, or ontologies.

Hence, in a distributed environment, one seems to need a shared URI to facilitate shared meanings of objects, as well as a unique capability, reference to facilitate controlled access to those objects. Thus, the difference between situations 2 and 3 shown above occurs on the level of capability to share vs. capability to
designate authority. By replacing the forgeable URL from situation 3 with a unique capability reference, Alice is sufficiently designating which ontology she wants to work with and what she intends to do with it (e.g. to reason with it or to edit it). In situation 2 she does not own any specific capability, so she needs to refer to a third party (a search engine, for example), which may be able to use “default capability” to offer potentially applicable concepts, modules, or ontologies.

We can re-phrase the issues also in terms of URI-s serving as sufficient conceptual identifiers of certain ontological objects but entirely insufficient to designate authorities to access-controlled objects (resources). The obvious problem is that URI-s and capability references may look very similarly, and indeed follow the same underlying syntax. One potential way of differentiating between concept URI-s and capability URI-s is to link the two using some form of ontology metadata facility [HSH +05], as illustrate in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Three situations showing a generic ontology identifier, ontology identifier accompanies by a capability URI, and pure capability URI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation case</th>
<th>Ontology URI</th>
<th>Capability URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sufficient ontology designation but insufficient access designation</td>
<td><a href="http://foo.org/ontology">http://foo.org/ontology</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sufficient access and ontology designation</td>
<td><a href="http://foo.org/ontology">http://foo.org/ontology</a></td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/ab3-1xy">https://repo.org/ab3-1xy</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sufficient access and ontology designation</td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/ab3-1xy">https://repo.org/ab3-1xy</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Refinement of the authorization model

In this section we describe the approaches for the refinement of the authorization model, which were mainly developed in the database community. Approaches like [KE01] introduce and distinguish different kinds of access rights. In [KE01] three dimensions of access rights are identified. These dimensions can be used in order to classify current rights management systems. However, they will also be (at least partially) appropriate for our approach in which a rights management for ontologies and parts of ontologies should be developed:

- Explicit authorization vs. implicit authorization
- Positive authorization vs. negative authorization
- Weak authorization vs. strong authorization

In a very elementary authorization system only explicit authorization is deployed. Explicit authorization means that a subject is only allowed to access an object (resource), if there is an explicit access right which allows this subject to access the desired object. If only explicit authorization is used and there exist a lot of objects, a large amount of access rights will emerge. Additionally, the maintenance of these access rules will be exacerbated.

Because of that, explicit authorization should be combined with implicit authorization. Implicit authorization requires that all subjects, objects or executable actions on these objects are ordered in some kind of hierarchy. There has to be a hierarchy of the subjects which, for instance, asserts that an administrator is on an upper level in the hierarchy than a normal user and, thus, that an administrator has more rights. Similarly, there has to be a hierarchy of the objects (e.g. the whole ontology is on an upper level than a single concept or single instance) and of the actions (e.g. the action “write” is on an upper level than the action “read”).

After defining the hierarchy of subjects, objects and actions, access rights can be inherited according to the hierarchy if implicit authorization is used. The inherited access rights are also called implicit rights. More details about the inheritance of access rights can be found in sub-section 5.3.3.
Usually, positive authorization is used in rights management systems. While a positive access right asserts that a subject is allowed to perform an action on a certain object, a negative access right states that a subject must not perform an action on a certain object. Both types of authorization are reasonable and can be combined. Certainly, positive and negative access rights can be either explicit or implicit and, thus, positive and negative access rights may be inherited.

Finally, one can distinguish between weak and strong authorization. Weak authorization can be used for specifying default access rights. For instance, as a default approach the whole group may be allowed to edit or otherwise change a certain resource. Thus, a user’s membership in a group is seen as sufficient for applying a particular authority; hence, the rights arising from this approach are defined as weak access rights. If only one person in a given group is not allowed to change the resource in question, a strong access right needs to be used to forbid that user to change the resource. In this case, a weak(er) access right can be outvoted or overridden by a strong(er) access right.

In [KE01] an algorithm is presented, which proves the authorization for the refined authorization model. In this algorithm an access right is expressed by the triple \((s, o, a)\). Thereby, \(s\) stands for the subject, \(o\) for the object and \(a\) for the desired action on the object \(o\). Furthermore, round brackets as in \((s, o, a)\) are used for strong access rights and angled brackets as in \([s, o, a]\) for weak access rights. A prohibition is expressed by the symbol of negation in front of an action identifier (i.e. \(\neg a\)).

- If there exists an explicit or implicit strong access right \((s, o, a)\), the action \(a\) related to the object \(o\) is considered to be allowed for subject \(s\);
- If an explicit or implicit strong negative access right \((s, o,\neg a)\) exists, the action \(a\) related to the object \(o\) is considered to be forbidden for subject \(s\);
- Else:
  - If an explicit or implicit weak access right \([s, o, a]\) exists, the action \(a\) related to the object \(o\) is considered as allowed for subject \(s\);
  - If an explicit or implicit weak negative access right \([s, o,\neg a]\) exists, the action \(a\) on object \(o\) is considered to be forbidden for subject \(s\).

5.3 Collaboration issues: groups, granularity, inheritance

In this section we start with the most common aspects related to collaborative nature of ontologies. In particular, we consider the granularity of access control to suit ontologies, and the inheritance between entities on different levels of granularity. We also touch the relationship of group roles and tasks to access models applicable to ontologies.

5.3.1 Granularity of access control for ontologies

The notion of access control granularity is not novel for ontologies. It has been observed in the past; mainly in the context of collaborating on structured and object-oriented resources. For example, authors in [SD92] refer to an example of a multi-author programming support, where several programmers may work on different portions of the shared code. This is a useful analogy that can be taken on also for the purpose of ontologies.

Any software code can be considered at two levels: (i) serialization – essentially a text comprising various symbols and blank spaces, and (ii) a set of objects – essentially a bundle of objects, structures and classes encapsulating methods, functions, etc. On the level of serialization one recognizes modules on a fairly coarse-grained level; typically a class with all its declarations, methods and variables would form one serialization module. On the object level, one can distinguish a hierarchical structure comprising objects \(\supset\) methods \(\supset\) constructors, accessors, operators, etc., then property definitions may form a separate module for the purpose of defining code granularity, and so on.
Strictly speaking objects in programming as mentioned in the above analogy are conceptually different from ontologies and ontological objects in such points as e.g. ontologies allowing for inference and reasoning (while object-oriented models do not possess this capability), or the different treatment of properties in ontologies and object-oriented programming. However, one can easily recognize an analogy between ontology as a network of entity definitions and software code as an object structure also encapsulating various entity definitions.

Hence, for the purpose of access control, a shared software code needs to be viewed on the object level. In case of ontologies, the analogous view on ontologies would be based on their semantics and to some extent also pragmatics [Sow00]. Within ontology semantics we may distinguish such entities as classes, properties or instances based on some relationship of the formal entities to the world they model. Within ontology pragmatics we may lump various formal entities together into clusters or modules of different sizes and complexity, and this lumping would be based on how particular agents use the ontologies, how they relate ontologies one to another in different situations.

In other words, in case of ontologies it makes sense to move beyond tying access control to the ontology serializations (i.e. files), as these have some serious shortcomings – e.g. some issues with respect to distinguishing mere syntactic alterations from semantic alterations have been raised in the context of ontology version management [VG06]. Hence, with ontologies it may be possible to attempt controlling access to the fundamental semantic primitives (classes, properties or instances), which would correspond to sharing software code on the level of methods, for instance.

In addition to controlling access to the individual semantic entities, one may also consider sets of these entities – each identifiable as an ‘object’ for the purposes of access control. There are several approaches to partitioning [MMAU03, SK04] or modularizing [NM04, dSM06] larger ontologies into smaller chunks, and the work on manipulating ontology modules is also subject of research in NeOn as a part of WP1, for example. While there are some issues still outstanding that have an impact on the possibility to control access – e.g. unique designation of a module is a prerequisite for access control\(^3\) – setting access control on the level of modules seems to be highly desirable. The desirability is mainly in the pragmatic sense: ontology modules enable more focused knowledge selection and subsequently re-use [dSM06] in a much wider range of real-world situations (especially if compared to full-scale, large ontologies).

So, what are the implications in allowing setting access authorities on finer-grained objects than full ontologies? Consider an ontology with URI \(\text{http://foo.org/onto}\) that has been designed by Alice. Alice designed the ontology as comprising two distinct modules, say \(\text{http://foo.org/onto/mod1}\) and \(\text{http://foo.org/onto/mod2}\).\(^4\) Alice defined the ontology as basically importing the two modules:

\[
\text{<rdf:RDF}
\text{ xmlns = "http://foo.org/onto#"}
\text{ ... >}
\text{ <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://foo.org/onto">}
\text{ <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://foo.org/onto/mod1" />}
\text{ <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://foo.org/onto/mod2" />}
\text{ ...}
\text{ </owl:Ontology>}
\text{ </rdf:RDF>}
\]

Assume Alice works together with Bob, and the following access controls apply to the ontology and modules in question:

In other words, Bob is not supposed to access module \(\text{http://.../mod2}\), which in the strict sense means that he is not even supposed to know about the existence of any such module. In standard ACL-based

\(^3\)This has been discussed earlier in section 3.2.2, as well as in the section 5.1.\(^4\)For sake of brevity in the tables, we would shorten the URI-s into form \(\text{http://.../mod2}\)
models, both users would invoke the above modules using a potentially forgeable and insecure location (e.g. URL or a path in a file system). Since Bob knows the location or path for module 1, he can easily attempt to guess where module 2 might reside.

In order to prevent this, we may rely on capabilities (as introduced in section 3.2). In a capability-based access control model, both Alice and Bob are given capabilities (references) that would cover both resource identification and their respective authority, for example, as follows:

**Table 5.3: An example of access capabilities corresponding to the matrix in Table 5.2.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>http://.../onto</th>
<th>http://.../mod1</th>
<th>http://.../mod2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alice</td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/ab1-7dt">https://repo.org/ab1-7dt</a></td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/bc3-5rt">https://repo.org/bc3-5rt</a></td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/bc3-7qs">https://repo.org/bc3-7qs</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/ab1-4dj">https://repo.org/ab1-4dj</a></td>
<td><a href="https://repo.org/bc3-2xw">https://repo.org/bc3-2xw</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, notice that Bob does not possess any capability to access module 2. Thus, Bob is permitted to access either module 1 (on its own) or the ontology known as http://.../onto. Taking advantage of the modular nature of Alice’s ontology, if Bob uses his capability https://repo.org/bc3-2xw, he simply obtains the module with all its appropriate concepts, properties, restrictions, etc., as defined using a particular modularization technique. If however, Bob decides to load the complete ontology, he would need to invoke his another capability: https://repo.org/ab1-4dj. Since this capability instructs the ontology repository/registry to serialize the resource pointed at by this capability, a new serialization is made specifically for Bob that may look as follows:

```xml
<rdf:RDF
    xmlns = "http://foo.org/onto#"
    ... >

<owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://foo.org/onto">
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://foo.org/onto/mod1" />
    ... 
</owl:Ontology>
</rdf:RDF> }
```

In other words, already at the stage of loading (or retrieving) the ontology, Bob received only what he was given access authority to. Bob thus sees ontology known under URI http://.../onto as consisting of only those concepts, instances, etc. that could be lumped into an object known under URI http://.../mod1.

The reasons for Alice denying Bob access to module 2 may be several. Assume that Alice was motivated by the fact that module 2 is experimental, under construction, and she does not want to share it with Bob at this early stage. Obviously, at some point in the future, Alice may want to engage Bob in a role of ontology syntax checker, which means she would need to grant him some access to those parts of ontology that were previously inaccessible to him.

In the capability-based model this can be handled by Alice instructing the repository to create a copy or alias to her access authority with respect to http://.../mod2. In response Alice obtains capability reference
pointing toward resource http://.../mod2, which enables the reference holder access module 2. Now Alice lets Bob know the new capability; the matrix from Table 5.3 gets updated, and as a result, when Bob next time requests to load the ontology http://.../onto, he would already obtain the same view as Alice.

5.3.2 Groups, tasks and roles vs. collaborative aspects of ontologies

The next issue we would like to address is the potential relationship between so-called authority confinement and organizational aspects of access control management (e.g. workflows, business processes, tasks, roles, and similarly). As we suggested earlier (for instance, in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.3), there is quite some following of the idea to tie access control to the broader organizational management, in particular to the notion of teams, roles and/or tasks. We showed that, in principle, any of the access control models are capable of catering for the need to manage access not only for the individual subjects but also for abstract subjects like groups.

We also noted that there are some shortcomings in the manner the ACL models treat groups. For instance, in the case of DAC (section 3.1.1) as implemented in standard Unix/Linux operating systems, one can obviously distinguish between ‘an individual subject’ (a user) and ‘a group’; however, this is a fairly shallow treatment that does not allow us to express more usual and complex situations, such as “grant to access to all members of group Researchers, with the exception of John”. Essentially, the groups in this sense cannot be nested or hierarchically arranged; there is usually only one-tier management of group entities, which is often inadequate.

In the RBAC models (section 3.1.3) the notion of groups or roles is much better elaborated, but the systems tend to be fairly complex to manage — especially, if one needs to go into fine-grained role distinctions or roles that are conditioned by some factor (e.g. a phase in the workflow or business process). Nonetheless, the ACL models (and in particular, MAC and RBAC) are very effective with respect to the confinement of the authority. The issue of authority confinement relates to the requirement that authorities to access a particular object are only referable to specific subjects [dCdVPS03]. This requirement is usually satisfied in MAC and RBAC type of access control models by definition: individual subjects cannot obtain authorities from other subjects unless they are permitted by a super-user or already possess those authorities as a part of their role, for example.

However, a significant downside is the fact that such a rigorously enforced confinement may stifle a bottom-up driven team collaboration. Hence, we should point to a revised version of the confinement requirement, and argue that an access model needs to first, support and facilitate collaboration among individual subjects, and only second, impose restrictions on scope and confinement. The rationale for this is simple: if subjects are too confined they tend to find ways around to share the restricted objects anyway, and this only introduces security holes into the system.

Hence, the approach championed by ABAC and capability-based models (section 3.2) seems to suit better this revised requirement. However, a frequent criticism is that if we allow capability/authority sharing, we may face the problem with confining it only to certain subjects. This uncontrolled propagation of authority is often pointed out as the key weakness of capability-based models. The reality, in fact, is less problematic due to a simple feature of ABAC models: Whereas ACL strictly distinguishes between subjects and objects, ABAC is more flexible in this respect. In other words, in ACL models, subjects can only hold authorities over objects, one cannot hold authority over another subject. In capability-based models, subject are in some cases treated as objects — i.e. a subject may possess a capability to access (read, communicate or approach) another subject. In our example with Alice’s car and Bob, the fact that Alice knows Bob and gives him the key can be expressed as Alice holding a capability to access (= personally give her keys to) Bob. Were Bob living on a different continent, Alice would not have the opportunity to exercise her capability to hand over the key in person, so we may argue she would not possess a capability to access Bob.

Since the relationship between two potential subjects can be tied to a particular capability, we may argue that somebody needs to give Alice the capability to access (communicate) with Bob. In the social situations, we
would say that somebody needs to introduce Bob to Alice in a particular context or situation (e.g. car clean-up or valeting). This reliance on social introduction being a prerequisite to delegating a particular capability is the potential solution to the issue of confinement. Simply said, subject Alice may only pass those capabilities she already possess and only to those other subjects she has authority to approach.

How can the notion of ‘social introduction’ be realized in the organizational setting? It can be, for instance, related to the subject’s role(s), current tasks or business processes s/he is involved in. Hence, the initial source of Alice’s capabilities may be the task or role she has in a particular workflow or business process. We could graphically depict the hypothetical situation as shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1](image1)

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the notion of confining authority propagation only to known subjects/collaborators. Alice has access authority to (contact) Bob but no authority to (contact) Don.

As shown in Figure 5.1, we have got two subjects in our scenario with whom there is a possibility to interact. However, Alice is only aware of Bob – see the full arrow between Alice and Bob in the left-hand side of the picture. Since there is no corresponding arrow between Alice and Don, these two subjects were not mutually introduced. Thus, Alice may delegate her authority to access her car (the dashed arrow in the left-hand side of the picture) solely to Bob; we can say she is completely unaware of Don as a contactable subject. So, we have actually confined Alice to pass over her capability to access her car to selected subjects in her surrounding.

A slightly more complex situation is depicted in Figure 5.2. Here we show that Alice may possess capabilities to access (i.e. communicate with) both, Bob and Don. However, she ‘knows’ Bob in the context of car maintenance workflow or business process, and she ‘knows’ Don in the context of (say) earnings analysis workflow or business process. The two distinct processes are depicted as shaded areas whose only intersection is Alice herself – indicating she has a participatory role to play in both processes or workflows.

![Figure 5.2](image2)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the notion of confining authority propagation only to the subjects/collaborators within a particular workflow/business process. Two separate workflows with different participants and objects are shown in the figure using shaded areas and labelled as WF1 and WF2.
As a result of the hypothetical situation shown in Figure 5.2, Alice may now delegate her capability with respect to her only to the subjects available to her in that particular workflow; i.e. to Bob but not to Don. Similarly, she can delegate her capability to access earnings analysis to Don but not to Bob. Hence, the system is still maintaining precisely the same levels of authority confinement as before: Alice can only pass her authority further on to those subjects that she can actually interact with. The only difference from the above situation is that we are no longer relying on the abstract ‘social introduction’ of Bob and Don, but involve both of them as potential co-workers in two separate tasks, workflows or business processes that Alice participates in.

Indeed, as the figure suggests, the subjects (Bob and Don) may be actually separated from each other in terms of their workflow assignment. The consequence of this separation is that, for example, Bob after he obtains the car keys from Alice, may not be able to pass them further to Don, as he has no access rights to Don in the context of a particular task, workflow or process. In other words, we are capable of maintaining the authority confinement in the entire delegation chain...

The key difference here from RBAC style models is that the workflows may be more flexible than the actual roles. For instance, workflows may express the notion of some subjects being willing to help out with a particular task, without officially assigning them the respective role. Consider a fairly simple situation from the collaborative development of ontologies: Alice is developing an ontology that contains Spanish terminology. Normally, subjects that act in a role of Validators include Frances and Hal. Unfortunately, neither of them is sufficiently proficient in Spanish languages, so Alice has a temporary, ad-hoc need to consult a Spanish speaking co-worker.

In RBAC model, Alice is stuck with whoever has been assigned into the role of Validators, which prevents her from having her ontology fully and properly validated. In the ABAC style model, Alice may look into a broader list of permitted participants in a particular task, workflow, business process, etc.; i.e. she can go beyond mere roles. Assume that Don happens to be on the list of accessible (contactable) subjects in the context of ontology development task, so Alice immediately acquires a capability to access his expertise, and ask him to do Spanish validation for her. As we said earlier, Don’s usual role is not to validate any ontologies, but he may still help out with this one-off situation. What we achieved here is very similar to a common social situation of “doing a favour” – without violating or bypassing any access control authorities...

5.3.3 Inheritance of access rights

As mentioned in section 5.2, access rights can be either explicit or implicit. If they are implicit, they are inherited according to a hierarchy. Such approaches for the inheritance of access rights are well-known in the database literature. Our approach is inspired by [KE01].

In our approach access rights can be inherited according to four different hierarchies:

- Subject-based or role-based hierarchy
- Action-based hierarchy
- Concept-based or type-based hierarchy
- Granularity-based hierarchy

As a first approach, access rights can be inherited according to a subject-based or role-based hierarchy. In this scenario, each subject is assigned to one or more roles and these roles are ordered in a hierarchy. For instance, such a hierarchy could contain three roles, namely administrator, normal user and anybody. The administrator would be on a higher hierarchy level than the normal user and the normal user would be on a higher hierarchy level than anybody.

According to this hierarchy, each explicit positive access right on a certain hierarchy level results in an implicit positive access right on all higher hierarchy levels and each explicit negative access right on a certain
hierarchy level results in an implicit negative access right on all lower hierarchy levels. Thus, positive rights are transmitted bottom-up, whereas negative rights are transmitted top-down. If the administrator (in our example hierarchy) is not allowed to change some part of an ontology, it is also not allowed for the normal user or anybody. If a normal user is allowed to delete a certain concept of the ontology, it is, certainly, also allowed for the administrator.

As another approach, access rights could be inherited according to an action-based hierarchy. An action can be to read, write, add, change or delete an object. These actions can also be ordered in a hierarchy. For instance, the action "write" can be on a higher hierarchy level than the action "read". Then, an explicit positive right is inherited top-down and, vice versa, an explicit negative right is inherited bottom-up. Thus, a subject, who is, for instance, allowed to read an object, is also allowed to write it. Additionally, another subject must not write an object, if the subject is not even allowed to read that object.

In some situations, even an inheritance according to a concept-based or typed-based hierarchy may be appropriate. In such a hierarchy the concepts of the ontology are (as usually) ordered in super-concepts and sub-concepts. Thus, explicit positive access rights could be inherited from sub-concepts to their super-concepts, whereas explicit negative access rights are inherited from super-concepts to their sub-concepts.

Finally, access rights could be inherited according to a granularity-based hierarchy. This type of inheritance should be very useful for the rights management system for ontologies because ontologies are often viewed at different granularity levels (the whole ontology, some part of the whole ontology, the concepts, the instances). It would be very helpful, if access rights, which were defined, for instance, on the whole ontology, are inherited to all sub-parts of the ontology. Or if a subject is allowed to change a concept, it can also change its instances and so on.

Maybe, some types of inheritance are not appropriate for our approach which aims at defining a rights management systems for ontologies. However, some of the listed ideas could be helpful if they are reasonably combined. Probably, role-based hierarchies and granularity-based hierarchies could provide the greatest benefit for our approach.

5.3.4 Delegating and revoking access rights for ontologies

Having briefly related the notions of roles, teams, business process, etc. to the issue of authority confinement in section 5.3.2, we now turn our attention to the issue of inheritance of access authorities. The reason we discuss inheritance at this point rather than immediately after granularity is that we can see authority inheritance as occurring on two rather distinct levels:

- management of inheritance due to authority propagation (e.g. via delegation or aliasing), and
- authority inheritance due to modular and hierarchical structure of the underlying objects (ontologies)

Inheriting authorities via delegation

Let us start with the first interpretation of the notion inheritance. As we already mentioned several times in various examples, authorities can be passed on in some of the access models (e.g. in ABAC). In section 5.3.2 we argued in favour of allowing authority delegation beyond prescribed and rather rigid roles and users groups. Yet we also showed how the propagation of authority may be confined within certain boundaries. The situation of access propagation is shown visually in Figure 5.3.

In Figure 5.3 we start with a situation where subject Alice has already delegated an authority to subject Bob, whereby Bob acquired an access right to the object (car). This acquisition is formally depicted as a thin dotted line linking the act of delegating (block arrow containing thick arrow as its message) with its outcome (thick dotted arrow between Bob and car). We also see in the left-hand side of the figure that Bob has access to Don (e.g. Don may be his friend, usual collaborator, etc.) Hence, Bob now may pass on his acquired authority or create a dedicated alias for Don. This situation is now shown in the right-hand side of the picture.
For the purpose of clarity we visually distinguished the delegated authority using thick dotted arrows linked to the actual acts of delegation (i.e. block and thick full arrows).

Thus, by following the fundamental feature of capabilities, we allowed for a chain of authorities to be created that started with Alice and currently ends with Don. In this chain, each subsequent subject inherits the rights contained in the authorities he or she was delegated by someone else.

As we mentioned above, a subject may pass on either their own authority or a dedicated alias, copy. The copying strategy seems to be more transparent and accountable, and also, it allows for better management of the delegations. Thus, we may assume henceforth that when we talk about delegating we usually mean passing on an alias to one's existing authority to another party. Obviously, there may come a situation when a subject (say Bob) decides to not only create an alias to his current capability, but he wants to alter it so that he can pass a more restrictive capability further on.

We can see this hypothetical situation as an act of decomposing one composite into smaller but still meaningful invocations. We emphasize the condition ("but meaningful") in the above statement, by which we mean that decomposition may only occur if permitted by the employed grammar. Thus, if the authority grammar contains invocations such as illustrated in Table 5.4, one can decompose the ‘modify’ invocation into several conceptually different sub-invocations; e.g. ‘add’, ‘remove’, ‘annotate’, etc. However, since authority to ‘read’ is defined out of the ‘modify’ branch, one cannot reduce his authority to ‘read only’. In this example grammar, reading is a separate authority one needs to have obtained as a prerequisite to do anything else with a particular object.

Table 5.4: An example of invocation nesting grammar allowing decomposable authorities that may apply e.g. during the act of delegating capabilities between subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invocation authority</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Invocation authority</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>modify</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>add</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>annotate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>remove</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>load</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>retrieve</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As noted in [MYS03] whether or not a capability can be decomposed largely depends on the implementation of the concept. Thus, if we treat capabilities as mere keys (links) we may not be able to easily express the containment relationship between, say, the authority to ‘annotate’ (but not ‘add’ or ‘remove’ the actual ontological entities) and the authority to ‘modify’. However, if we perceive capabilities as objects (in a tradition, object-oriented modelling sense), then what is being passed among the subject are references (pointers) to the objects. The actual objects may obviously and easily contain the filter on decomposition of a particular higher level authority into its sub-authority.

Nonetheless, whether or not the authority grammar allows for decomposition is also a matter of contextual dependency. Thus, the available invocations authorities need to be defined in a close collaboration with the...
users of a potential access control system; in our case, together with the NeOn use case partners. We discuss some considerations with respect to “authority vocabulary” later, in section 5.6.

**Revoking authorities and inheritance**

An issue that co-exists with allowing the delegation (whether confined or not) is the subsequent revocation (cancellation) of a delegated authority. So far we argued that the capacity to deputize, delegate and share authorities is one of the keys in a proper, fully-fledge collaborative environment. We will also relate this capacity to the notion of trust, later in section 5.4. Here we look at some of the consequences of allowing that deputation capacity in an access control system.

One consequence of a particular importance in this context, is the fact that thanks to the opportunity to pass on capabilities and authorities among subjects, these become *aggregated* or *accumulated* at the different subjects. This can be contrasted with standard ACL models, where authorities are accumulated on the level of objects or resources (see also section 3.2.2 for illustration of this fact). An obvious advantage of accumulating authorities with objects is that there exists one and only one place where we can readily see who has access to that particular object. This is a very useful feature, because it enables a very simple revocation of authorities, if necessary.

However, the feature gets lost in the capability-based models: as we mentioned above, here the authorities are accumulated on the subject level. This is often referred to as subject-aggregated authority management [MYS03]. Hence, it becomes easy to find out what particular capabilities and authorities a given individual subject has, but it is not so easy to see all the subjects potentially possessing access to any given object.

The side effect is that it is now on each subject to maintain their delegation and alias lists. Only the subject itself knows to whom they passed any particular authority, but not even the original subject can tell whether his or her delegated authority continued to propagate or not. This seems to be a rather serious drawback. ...

In reality, the situation is less problematic. One may not know all the others who happen to possess a particular authority to the given object, but that does not prevent one from recalling the original delegation. And this can be done in a similar manner as we mentioned in section 5.3.4 with respect to authority composition. Assume an authority being an object, which in this case comprises two factors: (i) shared (or forwarding one [MYS03]) and (ii) private (or revoking one [MYS03]). To show this visually, we adapt any of the previously used hypothetical scenarios using the notion of authorities as objects.

![Figure 5.4](image.png)

**Figure 5.4:** Decomposition of authority into a composite authority object (CO) that contains a ‘private’ part (R) actually facilitating the access and a ‘shareable’ part (F) that may be delegated to third parties.

As can be seen in Figure 5.4, Alice as the original holder of the authority to access her car possess a capability (reference) to access both, the car itself and the private, revoking part of the object (both shown using dashed arrows in Figure 5.4). When Alice decides to delegate her authority to Bob, she creates or activates the shareable, forwarding part of the object, and offers Bob authority to access that forwarding reference. This is depicted using the obligatory thick arrow that represents the actual message/content of
the delegation act (which in turn is depicted by thin full arrow from Alice to Bob).

What Bob has acquired in this moment, is an access to the ‘F’ part of the capability/authority object, which internally takes care of actually doing the right thing – forwarding Bob's requests to the private parts that in turn resolve to the actual object (in our example, car). It is now obvious, that once Alice surrenders the reference to ‘F’ part of the capability object (CO), she has no way of forcing Bob not to pass it on further or indeed “to forget it”. The only thing she can do if she does not want Bob to make use of his acquired authority is to cut the ‘R’ part – this is why this bit is called revocable factor in [MYS03]. The illustration of the fact is shown in Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.5: Revocation of delegated authority by removal or deactivation of the ‘private’ part (R) of an appropriate composite authority object (CO). Symbol ⊘ corresponds to a deactivated, ‘null’ content of the authority object.](image)

As we see in Figure 5.5, in the left-hand side of the illustration Alice exercises her authority to remove either the ‘R’ section of the authority object by re-pointing it to the null object or unlinks the ‘F’ section from the ‘R’ section of the authority object. In both cases, she essentially achieves the same objective: revoking previously delegated authority to Bob. As shown in the right-hand side of the picture, Bob still keeps the original authority he was given by Alice, but this is now rendered useless – Bob cannot access anything with it.

Now what would happen if Bob passed on his authority further on? Well, he can only delegate his access to the ‘F’ section of the original (Alice's) authority object. Hence, if Alice cuts the ‘R’ section in her authority object, it implies that whoever depended on that authority object (e.g. thanks to Bob passing his authority further on), is now revoked the access together with Bob. In fact, Alice may not even care who else was affected; her immediate dealings were with Bob and she does not wish him to access the object resource (car) anymore.

5.4 Accountability issues: relationship to provenance, trust

As we showed in the example provided in section 5.3.1, the capability-based access control allows subjects to share, delegate and/or copy their respective authorities. In a collaborative, team-based or task-based environment, it seems natural for subjects to share their authorities. In this section we want to explore one side effect of enabling authority propagation in an open environment; namely trust.

In the traditional ACL- but also role-based models the fact that two subjects are on the same ACL for a given resource object does not carry much meaning enabling us to hypothesize the trust relationship between the two subjects. They simply happen to co-occur for the purposes of accessing resource object $o \in \Omega$. MAC, RBAC and related systems simply do not allow their subjects to pass authorities on or to grant some additional authorities to their peers.

In the capability-based model, the authority can be delegated either directly or via an alias/copy. The act of passing an access capability onto another subject (e.g. from Alice to Bob) is, in principle, an act of expressing a particular trust assertion involving Alice and Bob. We shall explain this by returning to the example with
the car keys we used earlier in section 3.2.1. We mentioned that there was no need to authenticate Bob as a permitted user of Alice's car, because Bob possessed a token of authority – Alice's maintenance key. That maintenance key only works on Alice's car (and no other car in the car park), and it only opens that car (but does not start its engine). Thus, the key was indeed a sufficient token granting Bob the authority to valet Alice's car.

The car cannot, in principle, recognize whether it was opened by Alice, Bob or by some third party. The car belongs to Alice and Alice needs to maintain some track of her keys, copies, aliases, delegations, etc. The reasoning behind this ‘ignorance’ in terms of authentications is simple: if Alice gives her key to Bob, for some reason she has to trust Bob. She may trust that Bob will not vandalize the car, that he would not sell it under hand, or that Bob would not pass the key onto someone else. The rule is simple, if Alice has doubts about Bob, she should not hand over the key…

Obviously, in the real world, Bob may still break the implicit rules and create himself a copy of Alice's key. The truth is that Alice can hardly do anything to prevent Bob from doing so. In fact, she needs to carry out occasional security audits on her capabilities (keys) and check how many were issued, copied, etc. Imagine during one such audit she would find out Bob made a copy, and she wants to take a corrective action. It would probably be futile to ask Bob to surrender his key, but Alice has a wide range of simpler measures to choose from. For example, she may revoke Bob's access by re-programming her car's CPU. That would make the key in Bob's hands obsolete and useless to access anything.

Furthermore, since one capability spawning another can be recorded during the delegation act, revocation of one link in the spawned chain (i.e. Bob's key) would automatically render obsolete all capabilities that were derived from Bob's and passed onto some other parties. Where this leads is an establishment of a trail facilitating a fairly transparent, explicit and auditable set of records related to such social acts as depu-
tization, delegation, appointment, transfer. Hence, the same framework (access control) would be in certain circumstances capable of catering for and contributing to the realistic management of trust relationships.

5.5 Legacy issues: tool, protocol alterations

One relatively important shortcoming of many security and access control systems is an introduction of new, often proprietary protocols in order to achieve the additional functionality. For instance, standard HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) [FGM+99] is based on requests and responses. Requests are usually handled via URI-s – string sequences that sufficiently define the web server being requested, path of the file requested, and additional information that may form part of the query (usually provided after the ‘?’ separator in the request).

Originally, URI-s were conceived as identifiers of network resources. However, with the arrival of ontologi-
cal modelling, URI-s were applied as identifiers of abstract entities such as concepts or properties in RDF Schema [BG04], OWL [SWM04], etc. A potentially interesting side effect of this approach is that the URI-s became less operational: whereas in the traditional sense, there is a web server acting upon a request and potentially entering into negotiation with the client, in RDF schemas and ontologies URI-s do not necessarily imply any server acting upon the ‘request’.

This, in turn, makes actions such as simple authentication rather difficult. Since URI of a concept does not imply any server, it is hard to enter into a negotiation, e.g. about password validity. Similarly, including authen-
tication credentials as attributes of e.g. concept URI-s is (i) not very practical due to the fact that ontological identifiers are shared among many agents, and also (ii) it is not solving the authentication challenge/response mentioned earlier.

So, this leads to similar issues as we already mentioned in section 5.1: on one side we need shared ontological identifiers to designate concepts, instances, etc. but at the same time we need a mechanism to designate unique, potentially individual access rights. Hence, in order to preserve the existing syntax and semantics of URI-s in a role of ontological identifiers, we need to treat access control measures as a form of metadata attached to an ontology or a module.
This strategy would allow us to continue referring to ontologies and/or modules using their URI-s (e.g. for the purpose of document annotation or logical inference). Simultaneously, a metadata element comprising e.g. appropriate capabilities would express the authority to access a particular ontology, its partition or ontological module. So, the need to comply with standard definitions of URI usage in such languages as RDF Schema or OWL implies a similar ‘dual designation’, as was already mentioned in section 5.1. Only in this case, we cannot fully remove the legacy part, in spite of the fact that it is not very helpful in designating authorities. The legacy part is necessary to preserve the backward compatibility of ontological representations with various tools that make use of ontologies.

The proposal of treating access control mechanisms, e.g. capability references, as a part of ontology metadata description introduces an opportunity for the ontological infrastructures to apply access authorities when retrieving, serializing ontologies, partitions or modules from some registry or repository. Also, the same infrastructures would need to apply access control at the stages of publishing or ‘uploading’ ontologies, partitions or modules back to the repositories. In other words, due to legacy constraints, it seems that the access control is far less a functionality belonging to any specific ontology engineering tool, but much more a functionality that needs to be handled on the level of infrastructure.

NeOn architecture has been designed in a way that lends itself quite easily to separate the user end and engineering components from the infrastructures. Moreover, NeOn acknowledges the important role ontology metadata may play in managing networks of ontologies. Hence, our proposal of including into the investigated metadata framework also the notion of access control and access authorities is consistent with the broader scope of research and development in the NeOn project.

5.6 Elements of a vocabulary of authorities/invocations

In section 4.2 we described how another application (in this case ODESeW platform for information portals) defines different types of access. In the languages of this report, these types represent different means of invoking a particular resource. Thus, as an initial proposal for the purposes of treating the access rights in NeOn, it seems to be reasonable to re-use a similar vocabulary as shown in Table 4.1 in section 4.2. Thus, we shall obviously be capable of coping with basic read, write, and delete invocations.

However, in reality, the access vocabulary is likely to be richer and slightly more structured than the three flat actions mentioned above. In many cases, and NeOn use cases seems to support this observation, the low-level invocation such write may take a shape of slightly different sub-types. The difference between these sub-types is not necessarily on the technological level, but more on the conceptual, procedural, or even organizational level. In other words, a fishery department of one of our case studies may distinguish between “writing for the purpose of designing” and “writing for the purpose of validating”.

The reason why such distinctions may be relevant is that they may, in turn, drive the adaptation of the user interfaces, the selection of appropriate user interaction components, the assignment of importance, provenance, trust, etc. On the level of implementing the access control system, this granularity does not impose any major additional cost. However, on the level human-computer interaction the differences are quite significant.

Therefore, we believe it may be too early for us to formally specify such a vocabulary, and to do it in this particular deliverable. Specification of invocation means it is a work that needs to be done in collaboration with the case partners; however, prior to the acquisition of their preferences, we believe it is more valuable to present them with a broader picture of what access control may actually comprise. And this is the purpose of the current deliverable. Once the notion of access control and the need for access control are established with the use case partners, it makes sense to invest into acquiring a proper, possibly ontologically grounded vocabulary of invocations.

Subject to the general proposals of this deliverable being acceptable by the case partners, we intend to design such an ‘invocation vocabulary’ as a part of prototyping and implementing the access management system for a particular organization.
Chapter 6

Worked Scenarios and Examples

6.1 Invoicing Case Study

In the PharmaInnova use case there are several scenarios in which functionalities related to the need of managing user access are presented. In this section we discuss a brief description of such scenarios (more detailed in [GPALC07]), a description of the users that participate in these scenarios and, finally, how NeOn provides access to the platform and data based on the technology described in the previous sections of this deliverable.

6.1.1 Scenarios

In the following we look at each specific scenario identified in [GPALC07] from the viewpoint of access control. The paragraphs below are intended as a refresher and a summary of what has been presented in greater detail before.

Collaborative development of invoice ontologies

Collaborative development of invoice ontologies is one of the scenarios we present in [GPALC07]. In such a scenario a group of experts and knowledge engineers collaborate in order to produce the ontology, which represents the invoice models, including the emission and processing of invoices. There is another scenario which represents the collaboration part of the ontology design process. In this scenario a new user that has recently joined the PharmaInnova cluster may realize that in the invoice reference ontology some concepts that are very important in their organization are not present. This user would have to update the invoice reference ontology but this should not be done so easily.

For instance, since this is a reference model, all partners involved in the cluster should reach an agreement about the definition of the common invoice reference ontology. Obviously, if every small amendment went through the negotiation process, the reference model would quickly become unworkable. Hence, another way around has been presented in this deliverable – certain sections of the reference ontology could only be amendable by authorized individuals or groups, while the ontology in general may be viewable by all.

Another aspect discussed earlier in the context of preliminary changes to the shared ontology is also applicable here. Our user wishing to amend the ontology may do so locally so that only s/he and some of the immediate co-workers see the proposal. This altered or added part of the model may have a restricted access to the local users – at least until the next round of the negotiation process takes place and the amendments are approved/agreed.
Invoicing workflow

The second scenario assumes invoices that may be emitted and received. Three different users need to access potential sensitive information about the company that may appear in the invoices. First, the users that create the invoices need access to the invoice model to assert a new instance in the ontology. They need to access the information contained in the internal databases of the company in order to write an invoice according to the services or products provided by the company. This part of the access control is not directly related to the ontologies, but the authorizations workers have with respect to the internal resources might serve as authority prototypes to determine their access to the relevant parts (and instances) of the ontology.

Once the invoice has been emitted it will be received by the partner organization. The receiver has to process the new invoice and put it into a new processing state. Once the invoice has the correct state the users that validate the incoming invoices want to ensure the invoice is correct and contains all the information needed. They also have to check that the services have been provided or the products have been supplied. Access to all this data has to be provided, and the ontology acts here as a mediator, a bridge.

In this particular case, access management of the relevant aspects of the ontology actually determines what information the user may obtain about the invoices, how to access it, etc. As above, the actual request, approval, etc. are operations typically carried out in the internal information management systems. The role of ontologies here is to enable users to “translate” an invoice from a partner to the internally used style. Since the access control on the level of ontologies may determine what concepts and instances are ‘visible’ to the user, this mechanism also determines what the user is permitted to translate.

Organization Integration

The third main scenario shows a new organization joining the PharmaInnova cluster. A user of the organization that wants to enter the cluster has to provide a model to the system or a large set of invoices in order to generate an initial invoice ontology for that partner. Once the new local ontology has been generated a mapping between this local model and the invoice reference ontology needs to be established. This user probably will have to modify both, the mapping and the ontology in order to ensure that everything has been generated correctly.

As mentioned above, access control seems to be useful to manage which parts would be accessible and amendable, when and by whom.

6.1.2 Users in the Invoicing Case Study

We identified three different types of users in the invoicing case study: invoicing administrators, users of the invoicing system (emitters, receivers and decision makers), and invoicing developers (developers of invoicing applications and invoice designers). A more detailed description of the users can be found in [GDM+ 06b].

Creators of invoice models and standards

The creators of invoice models and standards define the ontologies that will represent the company invoices. These users create models in a collaborative way with representatives of the different organizations implied, for instance, the laboratories of PharmaInnova. They also negotiate the information that must be contained in such models. This type of users decides on (focusing on the case of PharmaInnova) data types contained in the invoice models, main concepts of the invoice models (head, body and summary of the invoices), specific fields in each concept, relations and constraints between the different fields of the invoice model. There is also a group of users that deal directly with the ERP of the company and they develop applications for the ERP to use the data generated by it.
Users of electronic invoicing applications

These are the users that emit, receive and approve or reject invoices. They are members of the financial department of the company and (likely) they have limited knowledge about the invoicing tool or the ERP that manages the invoice process. These users have three different roles. As emitters, they must fill in invoices while, as invoice receivers, they must validate them, and as decision takers they must accept/reject invoices. These decision takers are users with access to the ERP of the organization.

Invoicing administrators

The invoicing administrators are in charge of the invoicing process and the ERP system. They are responsible for monitoring the appropriate behavior of other users during production and they need to have knowledge about the whole invoicing process. They are aware of the invoicing process life cycle and need to have access to tools that allow them to visualize and, if necessary, take part in some point of the invoicing workflow. They can add, remove, edit, and consult business rules, add/remove users and manage information about the organizations that emit or receive invoices. Due to their global knowledge about the invoicing process they may be able to adopt emitter or receiver roles in the PharmaInnova system.

From the three different types of users we are going to create three different roles. These roles will correspond to the three user groups:

- the administrators of the system,
- the developers of invoice systems, and
- the users of the invoice system

These roles allow the workers to perform the actions they are permitted and expected to do, and also to delegate these actions in certain situations. For example, a user in the role of ‘Administrator’ is able to access to different parts of the system, including invoice models, invoice data, rule definition etc.

6.1.3 Application of the user roles to the invoicing scenarios

In this section we apply the role access rights techniques to the scenarios proposed. First we defined the scenarios, second we defined the type of users we have in the system, and finally we apply the technology specified in the first chapters to our concrete scenarios.

Organization integration

In this scenario the roles of ‘Administrator’ and ‘Developer’ are the most important ones. The scenario requires that a company registers into the system and this task can only be done by the administrator of the company. But there is also another task to be performed when a user registers into the system. This task is to create the initial ontology from the invoices the company has, and to map the new invoice against the existing invoice reference ontology. In this scenario a user with the role ‘Developer’ will need access rights to modify the whole ontology (schema and instances) while an ‘Administrator’, in this scenario, may not be able to do any of the things that can be done by the user with the ‘Developer’ role.

A possible solution is that a user in the ‘Administrator’ role trusts a user with a ‘Developer’ role in order to be able to register the company into the system, to create the ontology and to map it. Then the user in the role ‘Developer’ will be given temporarily sufficient access rights to perform the subscription of the company and to create the new ontology for representing the invoice model. The other way of trust propagation (i.e. developer trusting administrator and giving him/her some additional authorization) is usually not feasible in this scenario. This is mainly due to the fact that a user with the ‘Administrator’ role may not have enough
knowledge about designing ontologies. Hence, giving him or her authorization is likely to result into potentially flawed models.

Figure 6.1 shows the previous explained situation, how an administrator gives rights to a developer in order to register a company into the system. In general though, the above mentioned “usual know-how and expertise of different users” and their impact on determining someone’s role (and subsequently, access authority) in the organization is a very interesting example of linking the notions of role-based access control with the trust and resource-based access management. Thus, our scenario here, support the argument from the earlier sections of this report that different access models are not necessarily contradictory – one may obtain initial information from one model to establish an authority using a different one.

Figure 6.1: Delegation of editing authority to an expert.

Invoice workflow

In the invoice workflow scenario the workers typically participate in the role of ‘Users of the invoicing application’. This role is divided in three different sub-roles: ‘Receiver’ of the invoices, ‘Emitter’ of the invoices, and ‘Decision taker’. In this scenario no member of any of these roles may have the access right to modify any part of the ontology schema. On the other hand, workers with the role ‘Administrator’, ‘Emitter’ and ‘Decision Taker’ shall be able to create and modify instances of the ontologies. Also, a worker in the role of ‘Receiver’ has no rights to modify any instance but reading rights.

In the invoicing workflow these different access authorities need to be appropriately combined. First, the ‘Emitter’ of invoices (or possibly an ‘Administrator’) creates an invoice. To transfer this role to another person would usually not be advisable due to the very sensitive nature of information that any invoice contains. Only a few people in the company are normally permitted to create and emit invoices. Moreover, in the case of larger companies, emitters may be assigned to particular clients; hence emitter Alice can raise invoices for (say) all pharmacies, but not for wholesale intermediaries and warehouses. This organizational policy may be reflected in the access rights, whereby emitters are authorized to amend only branches of certain parts of the ontology.

The reception of invoices can be performed by two types of users. First, a user in the ‘Decision taker’ role usually has enough rights to receive and accept/reject an invoice. The user in the ‘Receiver’ role may also have the capability to receive invoices, but (in some cases) such a user may not be permitted to accept/reject them. This acceptance may be performed by users with the ‘Decision taker’ role (or possibly ‘Administrators’). In the ontological language, different capabilities may be reflected by stating what particular operations are assigned to specific authority keys.

In Figure 6.2 we show how the users with the role ‘Decision taker’ may be able to transfer their invoice approval capability to other workers (i.e. receivers). Obviously, in some cases the authority delegation may involve only a part of their acceptance rights, in order to satisfy the principle of minimal necessary authority. In other words, the receivers may be permitted (by means of delegating appropriate keys) to receive and automatically approve invoices, e.g. for a certain client, up to a certain monetary value, for a particular product, etc. Also, an administrator of invoices may delegate some responsibility to other users for receiving the invoices and perform the actions needed.
Collaborative development

This scenario is based on the need of collaboration in order to produce an ontology that represents the invoices created by a company. During the process of ontology design several experts from different departments of the company may participate in the process – each with different rights in accessing the system.

The main role participating in the design process is the 'Developer'. Mainly the workers in this role would have knowledge about computer engineering and/or knowledge modelling. Members of the company belonging to other departments also participate in the design process. These members are experts in their own domain (say, financial rights, sales, etc.), and they will be required in order to contribute to the model of their own domain. The users with the role ‘Developer’ would typically have access authority to the whole ontology that represents the invoice model for their company, but the other participants may have no (or very limited) authority to modify any part of that ontology without prior consent.

However, a user with role ‘Developer’ may be able to transfer or delegate their authority to certain other experts during the ontology development process. Usually, this would happen with a very specific purpose and task in mind – for example, checking and amending the appropriate use of legal terminology in certain ontological concepts, instances and/or relationships. The developer may not have enough expertise to appreciate whether a particular term is appropriate (or appropriately translated, for example). Hence, the task of checking and perhaps labelling a particular sub-set of concepts may be passed onto the legal department or another expert – temporarily and limited to a well-defined action. These other users would normally have other roles (the ones that their department has assigned to them), and these ‘persistent’ roles would need to co-exist alongside the new, temporary roles. The situation is visually depicted in Figure 6.3.

6.2 Ontology authoring in a wiki factory style

In this section we present similar situations and scenarios that have been used in the previous sections as illustrations of access control principles. However, this time we embed these examples more into various ontological engineering task. To do that we use the idea of using wikis as “a Semantic Web content production factory” – in fact, this metaphor facilitating collaborative authoring of ontologies is theoretically and conceptually elaborated in more depth in work package 2 (see e.g. [CGL+06]). Thus, this section draws upon the
principle of using wikis as Semantic Web factories, and extends the idea with the notion of authorities and access management.

6.2.1 Initial state of the system

Let us assume that our wiki factory contains an ontology, which can be split into two modules. How and why this split occurs is not important – we have suggested some motivations for identifying modules earlier (e.g. restricting collaboration to certain parts of the model or make tentative change proposals). We shall label the two initial modules as $M_1$ and $M_2$. These two modules put together form ontology $O$; hence, $O = M_1 \cup M_2$.

Moreover, working with modules means that the user may either access the ontology $O$ as a whole, or may choose (be allowed to) only access one of its modules, which is exactly the scenario we start with.

We also assume three users working or wanting to work with this ontology. For sake of keeping the example brief and transparent, we include only two core and most common authority invocations (i.e. actions) – reading and writing ontological content. Let us denote our users as Alice, Bob and Carol, and assign them the following base authorities: Alice is entitled to read and write both modules $M_1$ and $M_2$; Bob has authority to only read $M_1$ and has no authority over $M_2$; and finally, Carol is allowed to read $M_1$ and has no authority over $M_2$. By working with modules we mean the user knows the access key, the URI that retrieves or generates an appropriate modules or ontology from the repository.

Hence, if our users now access a repository of ontologies, then Alice could be given the access keys (or the capabilities) as shown in Figure 6.4. Note that we are currently using the ‘full notation’ for the keys; in practice, they may be simplified or otherwise made more user-friendly.

![Figure 6.4: Example of Alice's initial access-control screen showing her keys (authorities) to read and write into modules $M_1$ and $M_2$.](image)

Subsequently, Figure 6.5 shows the same situation for user Bob; as can be expected, Bob’s screen lacks access keys to $M_2$, and furthermore, his keys for accessing $M_1$ are distinct from Alice’s.

And finally, Figure 6.6 shows the situation described above for user Carol. This time the screen shows only one access key – for reading module $M_1$, as required.

Accessing a given module, say $M_1$, for the purpose of reading means displaying its content – in this simple scenario, we use a free text (e.g. coming from a `<rdf:Description/>` tag) as shown in Figure 6.7. Note that despite the fact that our three users use three distinct keys (URI-s), the actual content access via those keys is exactly the same module. So, module $M_1$ shown to Alice for reading is conceptually identical to $M_1$ shown to Bob and/or Carol. Note that this does not mean that Bob and/or Carol would actually see the whole ontology $O$ identically as Alice! The reasons is that $O = M_1 \cup M_2$, and apart from Alice, other users have no authority to access $M_2$. 

6.2.2 Collaboration on a shared module

Next, having established that our users read the same content for module $M_1$, we illustrate the case when Alice decides to collaborate with Bob. Collaboration is in this case seen as identical to the capability to write or otherwise amend the content of an ontology or of a particular module. Let us assume Alice wants Bob to help her with editing module $M_1$. For both Alice and Bob, this scenario poses no difficulties – both already have all the necessary authorities to access module $M_1$ for the editing purposes. The actual process of editing may be conducted (in a wiki-style manner) as shown in Figure 6.8, where Alice inputs some information into module $M_1$.

Then Bob uses his capability to access module $M_1$ for writing purposes as shown in Figure 6.9. As can be expected, Bob obviously sees whatever Alice or other user wrote into the module prior to him invoking his authority on this module. Bob may then decide to add his amendments, additions, etc. Thus, Figure 6.9 shows the situation when Bob carries out the editing procedure (again in wiki-like manner), and the outcome is shown in Figure 6.10. The content of the module is now different, and this change happened in a fully collaborative, access-aware manner – compare the content of Figure 6.10 with Figure 6.7.

6.2.3 Collaboration with delegation

In the previous section we had a simple scenario where both collaborators actually had all the necessary access keys (authorities) for editing the module prior to any activity. Let us now consider a more complex scenario, when Alice wants Bob to help her out with module $M_2$. Unlike the scenario shown earlier, only Alice has an initial authority to work with this module. Bob is not even aware of it, because he has not got any access key to it (neither for reading, nor for writing).
Figure 6.7: Example of the result of attempting to access and read/view the content of module $M_1$, seen by all users.

Figure 6.8: Example of user Alice collaboratively editing the content of module $M_1$, seen from Alice’s perspective prior to committing her amendments.

Thus, Alice needs to enable or authorize Bob to access module $M_2$ before any meaningful collaboration starts. This can be done by a built-in feature in our wiki-style factory allowing authorized users (Alice) to deputize and delegate their authorities to third parties (in our case, to Bob). Figure 6.11 shows the part of Alice’s wiki screen that enables her to re-define, revoke and/or deputize her authority to module $M_2$. In this part of the example, Alice chooses to apply button “deputize”, which leads to generating a new access key from Alice’s existing capability.

This new, dependent access key is then passed onto Bob, whose access credentials change as shown in Figure 6.12. As can be seen (and compared with the situation depicted in Figure 6.5), user Bob’s authorities were extended and now also include appropriate keys to get hold of module $M_2$. These new keys enable Bob to engage in the collaborative editing as Alice intended.

6.2.4 Introducing a third party into collaboration

The outcome of the previous worked sections is that Bob and Alice can now fully collaborate on both available modules $M_1$ and $M_2$. Now assume the situation that an issue arises during this collaboration which requires, say, an expert opinion of user Carol – an example of such situation was the language-related translation check we mentioned in the theoretical sections.

Hence, Bob wants to temporarily introduce Carol into the loop. He has two options available to him. First, he can ask Alice as the original ‘owner’ of module $M_2$ to create and pass on an authority to Carol. This request would need to be accompanies by some formal evidence, case, support, rationale, etc. Generally, such a request is likely to create significant processing overheads for both, Bob and Alice. Second option available to Bob is to take the responsibility in his hands, and delegate his acquired authority further onto Carol.

In this section we consider this latter option – Bob passing onto Carol his access authority to read module $M_2$. This can be done in a manner similar to what was described earlier. First, Bob enters some notes for Carol to take into account (see Figure 6.13) and then uses the “deputize” button of the wiki factory to
create a new access key for Carol. The actual process of creation is shown in Figure 6.14. An outcome of Bob’s decision and action is that Carol now possesses a capability that has not been in her initial set – see Figure 6.15 for the list of access keys currently available to Carol, which now includes an added authority to read module $M_2$.

### 6.2.5 Finishing collaboration

Once the task that Alice set out to do collaboratively with Bob is done, she may decide to ‘lock’ the module again. In the access management terminology we talk about revoking the authority to access module $M_2$. Alice can obviously do this, since she was the one who originally delegate the access to module $M_2$ onto Bob. Hence, Alice can as well remove that authority from Bob.

This procedure is done using another built-in function of our hypothetical wiki factory, as shown in Figure 6.16. Since revocation has an immediate effect onto other users, Alice has to confirm her decision. Once confirmed, the changes take place, and when Bob attempts to use his keys on module $M_2$, he soon finds that they lead to an error. In other words, module $M_2$ ‘disappeared’ as far as Bob is concerned. Bob still possesses an access key given to him earlier by Alice, but that access key is now useless – it does not lead to any meaningful content.

Figure 6.17 shows one interesting side effect of using this transparent, capability-based access control model. Namely, Bob’s screen yields an error message in the actual access, but using the “deputize” button Bob can still delegate this (now dysfunctional) access key to other parties. This feature may be useful in scenarios when some changes in policies are expected but not yet realized. The user may ‘pre-share’ their capabilities,
Figure 6.11: Example of how Alice may facilitate collaboration in a scenario when her collaborator does not have appropriate authority: delegation of an authority to edit the content of module $M_2$ passed onto Bob, seen from the perspective of user Alice.

Figure 6.12: Example of Bob's initial access-control keys being extended to include authorities to also read and write module $M_2$.

and thus prepare for the actual situation in advance.

Moreover, also note that the content shown in Figure 6.17 is now going to also appear to Carol. This is because Carol's access authority stemmed from Bob; in other words, Carol's authority depends on the validity of Bob's authority. When Bob was cut off from the module content, this means all other users dependent on him lose their access.
Figure 6.13: Example of user Bob preparing ground for collaborative editing the content of module $M_2$, seen from Bob's perspective prior to committing his amendments.

Figure 6.14: Example of how Bob may facilitate collaboration in a scenario when his intended collaborator does not have appropriate authority: delegation of an authority to read the content of module $M_2$ chain-passed onto Carol, seen from the perspective of user Bob.

Figure 6.15: Example of Carol's initial access-control keys being extended to include authorities to also read module $M_2$, which was passed from Bob.

Figure 6.16: Example of Alice revoking her previously given authority delegation to Bob for the purposes of accessing module $M_2$. 
Figure 6.17: Authority revocation seen from Bob's perspective – resulting into an error when attempting to access module $M_2$. 

http://web-calculus.org/ref/Gone
Chapter 7

Conclusions

The primary purpose of this initial report on the treatment of access rights and access management in the context of networked ontologies was to introduce the topic and to present alternatives of different access control models to NeOn use case partners. Hence, a significant portion of this deliverable has been devoted to presenting the basic terminology and the basic access control models. The reason why such a relatively extensive encyclopedic section on the terminology has been included comes from our discussions with the partners during the report preparation. First, there were common mistakes in using terms like ‘provenance’, ‘access right’, ‘authentication’, and ‘password’. Partners often used them interchangeably, whereas in fact, these terms have specific meanings and may partially replace some of the other ones in very specific situations. To address this lack of clarity we presented a simplified glossary, which we believe shall make the subject of access control more accessible to a non-expert.

A similar reason is behind including an overview of access control models, such as DAC, MAC or RBAC. A typical user from our partner organizations is aware of Windows- or Unix-style access control that requires (i) a system of user names and passwords, and (ii) an assignment of names to resources for the purpose of reading, writing and/or executing. We have no intention whatsoever to cast doubts on the successful MAC-style access control implemented in most operating systems. On the contrary, we aimed to objectively discuss advantages and shortcomings of different access control approaches in the context of different issues. The key notion we intended to deliver in section 3.1 was that different access control models suit different needs and requirements.

In other words, just because DAC/MAC are widely used to manage access to file-based resources does not mean that the same model is also applicable in the environment where resources become much less ‘physical’. For instance, ontologies are often serialized into files, but a file is only a tool of convenience, a familiar metaphor imposed on ontologies; ontologies may (and do) exist irrespective of the files they can be serialized in. Hence, access control techniques in which the smallest controllable element is ‘a file’ do not fit the needs of ontological engineering. We mentioned some of the reasons: ontologies could be split into modules, and these modules could reflect many different views and constraints. Thus, if we assume the simplest situation that a module could be serialized into a file, one ontology may, in principle, be serialized into a large number of potential files.

Moreover, the modularization depends, at least to some extent, on the user – so, different users may see ontology partitioned and modularized in completely different ways. The system that needs to be access controlled is therefore much more dynamic and real-time than it is the case with the common files stored in a file system (say, FAT32 or NTFS) of an operating system (e.g. Windows or Unix).

To address the specifics of dealing with ontologies we emphasized one of the access control models based on authorities being seen as keys or tokens. The key difference between the more standard access control models (DAC/MAC) and authorization-based ones is shown in Figure 3.3: The usual access control, the users are familiar with from the operating systems, assumes each user can be uniquely identified and that each resource carries with itself a list of authorized users. This can be as simple as the Unix model distinguishing between file owner, his or her group, and others; or it can be made more complex as e.g. in Windows, where
one can introduce numerous groups with positive and negative authorities. On the contrary, the approach we emphasized here is user-driven – i.e. the access control credentials are associated with the users. This is actually a very natural way of treating access rights, since it resembles a keyring to which a user may add a new key (token) whenever s/he is granted access to a new resource. The authorities are thus managed at the user end, rather than on the resource end.

In the discussion around Figure 3.3 we argue that the latter approach is more efficient because the same identifier can be used for both expressing the authority and referencing the resource in question. Also, because the authorities are aggregated at the user end, each user’s power within a particular organization can be estimated from the access keys they hold. One can often associate access keys with certain roles, so the possession of a key may directly imply the roles a user may engage in. This would not be possible in the classic DAC/MAC systems: from one’s login/password combination it is impossible to infer anything about a person’s role in the organization. In the RBAC (role-based) models, this is partially possible, but the roles are often rather coarse grained (to be manageable).

Furthermore, we devote quite some space in this report to discussing and analyzing various aspects of access control that have a very strong practical impact. In particular, we touch on the issues of coping with a potentially massively distributed network of ontologies, strong and weak authorization, a range of collaborative interactions, accountability and traceability, and also the connectivity with the legacy systems. From these issues, let us mention more explicitly at this point the collaborative aspects. These are fundamental in the environment consisting of networked ontologies – one user may need to participate in a workflow or a process with several other users, a need to access resources often arises on a short notice and temporarily, authorities may need to be delegated, yet monitored for confinement and expiration.

These practical concerns are addressed in chapter 5. This chapter is the clearest ‘proposal’ for treating the access rights in NeOn; however, it may seem unbalanced against the previous four sections. Nevertheless, as we mentioned above, we believed it was more valuable to make a lighter introduction to the subject, assess our proposals in collaboration with the use case partners, and then elaborate the proposal in the way fitting the partners’ needs. In fact, this has been already started as we discussed the scenarios exemplified in section 6.2 with partners from ISOCO and FAO.

Particularly encouraging was the outcome of these discussions that our proposal seems likely to facilitate a thorough, yet sufficient, management of workflows and business processes. The principle of emulating workflows using the system of access control follows the idea of delegating the access rights between the nodes of the workflow – either thanks to a mandatory assignment of the activity order or thanks to an ad-hoc, bottom-up delegation of access rights between the users.

What is probably even more interesting is the fact that the proposed treatment of access control may be easily combined with the system of roles – for instance, editorial roles identified in the FAO use case [ICJ+06] or business process roles presented in the ISOCO invoicing case [GDM+06a]. Namely, the existing roles may act as implicit acts of delegations that take place once a user at a given stage submits his or her modifications to the shared ontology portal. These implicit delegations may be predefined, and thus form a part of the workflow definition. Importantly, they can be complemented by explicit delegations that are triggered or requested by the individual users; e.g. to override the default workflow or to create a temporary, ad-hoc collaboration with a colleague. However, both forms of delegations are implemented in precisely the same way, which is obviously desirable to maintain the user experience as uniform as possible.

Unfortunately, we cannot make any further commitments to managing workflows, since at the time of writing, the authors did not have the opportunity to consult the emerging ideas with the partners working on the workflow formalization. This can be one of our objectives for the next period, and we believe the greatest benefit from this collaboration would be in a more formal definition of the proposed access control strategy. In a similar tune, we were not attempting to formally include the access control proposal into the formal NeOn model of networked ontologies. Nevertheless, initial discussions took place and also the work on generic modularization has already been included into the NeOn Model. All this forms a good groundwork for further elaboration, formalization, and ultimately creation of an extension of the NeOn Model that would handle all aspects related to access management. However, before going for formal models, it is important to
develop shared understanding, appreciate the options and select the appropriate level of complexity, so that we avoid defining a theoretically sound but practically not very useful model. Once practicality is clarified with the use case partners, we would like to move toward a more formal definition of the access control model.

Finally, in chapter 6 and in particular in section 6.2 we presented a few scenarios mentioned in the earlier sections in a practical setting. Currently, all the scenarios are based on the concept of standard textual wiki. While good as a ‘proof of concept’ we would like to replace these simple wiki texts with more ontological expressivity and ontology engineering widgets. This should bring the idea of managing access even more closely to the users from the NeOn use cases.

Conceptually, one frequent comment we received from the use case partners was regarding the operational implementation of our proposals. While there might be some minor modifications needed to the user interfaces (e.g. the capability to hide and show certain widgets to reflect the authority to carry out a particular action), the bulk of the access management is proposed with a NeOn ontology repository in mind. This is not surprising as access control has its usual habitat in the shared rather than single user, desktop environments. Currently, our proposals are kept at a level, which does not commit to any particular ontology repository and registry. However, in principle, we see no reasons why the proposals could not be integrated with systems like Oyster or Watson that are developed by the NeOn partners as a part of NeOn infrastructure.
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